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RICHARD EDWARDS

EDITOR’S NOTES
Welcome to the winter magazine

to accommodate the Christmas period
when our printers and mail distribution
centre close, this edition of the magazine
is prepared a little earlier than usual.
Sadly, as it was nearing completion, the
news of acker Bilk’s death was
announced. He must be responsible for
so many being attracted to the joy of
learning clarinet and hearing him again
on the news broadcasts, playing
Stranger on the Shore, will have brought
back memories for many of our readers.
We have an obituary in this issue.
the music service i work for covers
three counties, anglesey, Gwynedd and
Denbighshire. Just before packaging the
magazine off to the printers we learned
that Denbighshire Council have put
forward a proposal to cut the financial
support given to the county and area
music ensembles and the administration
of the music service. if this proposal is
accepted it will have a devastating effect
on music in the county and worryingly
Denbigh isn’t the only music service
under threat. the incorporated Society of
Musicians is running a campaign to
protect music education. Currently 135
organisations are supporting the
campaign. Music education in Wales is
under threat and the iSM has three
things you can do. Please visit
www.protectmusiceducation.org to
support the campaign. it may be as the

general election approaches more
attention will be paid to the voices of
voters and the love of playing music can
continue to be encouraged in our
schools.
thus andrew roberts’ discussion in
this issue on ‘Do We really need Music?’
is most pertinent. on reading it i
immediately took issue with one of his
points about the work of peripatetic
teachers and hopefully he will write in
greater detail in another issue to support
his contention. i work in three primary
schools, in addition to secondary school
work, and am privileged to be allowed to
teach as i wish with a good deal of
flexibility with regard to approaches and
duration of lessons. Sadly this is far from
universal. Can i look forward to a full
postbag in response to andrew’s soap
box?
the CaSS Single reed Day and trade
exhibition at Haileybury College near

Regulars

Hertford, in october, was very
successful. a huge thank you to the
magnificent support from the traders,
who seemed busy throughout the day as
can be seen from the story in pictures in
this magazine. the smaller music
publishers were also occupied. Seldom
now can we go to browse in a fully
stocked music shop as few exist,
especially if one lives in a remote area. i
don’t find it as easy to make decisions on
new repertoire via the web, quite time
consuming apart from anything else, so
the day provided just a perfect
opportunity to see what is available and
what a wonderful resource they
provided. the tutors and stewards were
excellent, but perhaps the biggest thank
you should go to Janet eggleden who
worked tirelessly for months in
preparation for the day.
you are welcome to attend the
Society’s annual General Meeting at the
Holiday inn Hotel, Coram Street,
Bloomsbury, London, WC1 on Sunday
11th January 2015 at 1.30pm. as at
Haileybury it is always pleasing and
interesting to meet our members.
i hope that you enjoy our annual quiz,
with the chance of winning reeds, if you
have time over the festive period. time to
sign off and take my english Springer
spaniel for a walk before night sets in.
Richard Edwards ■
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ANDREW ROBERTS

DO WE REALLY
NEED MUSIC?

By the time you get to read this it is possible that the Ulster Orchestra, who
I have just been working with, may have been forced to close down due to
a lack of funding.
This follows hard on the heels of the recent announcement that Rome
Opera in Italy have sacked their entire company, two hundred jobs lost.
Francesco Paolo Scola, the principal clarinet in the Ulster Orchestra left
Rome Opera four years ago. Financial pressures may yet see more
orchestras go to the wall in Italy in the near future, and more than likely
further losses around the world.

So should we care?
one of the main reasons for this decline in
our cultural jewels is the lack of political
will to see these institutions survive. in
northern ireland the sums of money
involved are modest in the scale of their
total budget, with more spent on policing
the Unionist flag demonstrations than the
orchestra would need for a whole year! in
addition, it has been revealed that far from a
cost to the city council, the Uo pays more in
the rental for the hall it plays in than it
receives from the council! interestingly the
arts Minister for northern ireland
announced that it “wasn’t her job to drum up
cash support for the under-threat Ulster
orchestra”, raising the question, what then
does she think her job is?
Let’s hope that the situation of having two
of the finest concert halls in the United
Kingdom, (the Ulster and the Waterfront
Halls) but no orchestra to play in them, will
not be allowed to come about.
in Westminster there is much the same
view, there are few votes in the arts as far as
ministers are concerned and with the
Musicians’ Union seemingly powerless to do
anything, there is little defence for money to
be channelled away from vital services such
as the nHS or education.
it is hard to justify spending money on
seemingly non-essentials such as the arts at
the expense of health or education. My good
friend, clarinettist tom ridenour, put this
rather well when we were discussing this
very issue some years ago. “What is the
point of teaching people to read and write if
there is nothing for them to read and write
about?” His point is that the arts provide
inspiration for minds to develop
emotionally, spiritually and provide avenues
for imagination to flourish, young and old.
We now live in a world where little is left
to the imagination, music seems to require a
video to put its message across to the
listener in ‘popular’ music, leaving little
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scope for the person to develop their own
visualisation of what is being described in
the song. i guess there is no going back from
this situation now that Pandora’s box has
been opened, but it is a sad reflection on
society that it doesn’t recognise what is
being lost.
So do we really need orchestras and
‘classical’ music?
With so much possible with electronic
instruments and computer-generated
sounds maybe we don’t. But it is still the
case that most film scores do not rely solely
on electrically produced sounds to have
their full impact in film.
Composers such as John Williams and
many others know only too well that for any
mood changing sequence, the richness and
variety of sounds an orchestra can produce
add a sensational and emotional
rollercoaster that is difficult to create any
other way.
if you think of any great moment in film, it
is likely you will recall the music that
accompanied the scene, from elliot taking to
the air in E.T. to Johnny Depp leaping aboard
his ship in Pirates of the Caribbean, or the
haunting score for Schindler’s List hugely
effective throughout, the music makes the
film all the more effective and memorable.
Picture a simple static scene in a film, you
may have the impression that nothing is
happening, but the music can change the
mood, perhaps with a sinister undertone or
a by creating a feeling of wellbeing, with no
action on screen required! Good directors
recognise this secret power of music and use
it to great advantage.
Music has become a vital and thriving
part of our lives, but we too often take it for
granted as it surrounds us throughout the
day and night.
imagine now if you will, a world without
music. if only there were a way to show the
politicians how vital a role music plays in
our lives? Perhaps they should be made to
experience one whole day, including

watching a film, without any music.
it might make them think twice before
allowing the axe to fall on any more of the
national icons that we should be treasuring
in this country, our orchestras.
What else do orchestras add to our lives?
Well, education is always quite rightly a
priority for any government, so how does
music influence this?
there have been many studies
undertaken across the world, which prove
that music and learning to play a musical
instrument to a good standard boosts the
brain function in a way nothing else does.
Music stimulates and connects areas of our
brain that don’t normally work together.
(See the teD lecture on this here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=r0JKCyZ8hng)
one study showed that learning to play an
instrument, to a high level was worth 18
points on the iQ scale. there is a whole other
article to be written about the value of
music therapy, which can calm the most
disturbed minds and bodies.
Some years ago, whilst undertaking a
promotional tour for Leblanc clarinets, i
was invited to comment on the release of a
new report, commissioned by the then
government, on a local radio station. the
report involved quite a large study of 10,000
pupils, which covered three groups of
schoolchildren. one group had no extra
curricular activities, a second worked on
computers and the third learnt to play an
instrument in school.
the outcome was mostly predictable: the
group of children who did no extra
curricular activities did the least well, and
the children using computers did better, but
the children learning an instrument did as
well as those using a computer, except in
maths, where they performed 50% better
than the other two groups!
the result of this study was that tony
Blair put computers in every school, very
laudable, but sacked most of the peripatetic
music teachers, very bad. there are areas of
this country that have almost no music
tuition in schools and the repercussions will
not be seen for some years yet, but will need
massive investment to reverse the damage
done. a whole generation of children are
being disadvantaged by this decision.
Perhaps we should question the reason for
the government’s choice, what incentive did
the computer manufacturers offer?
the government claims that there has
been no dumbing down within education,
but the standard required for students to
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take GCSe and a level or to begin a degree
course in music have been lowered. Could
this be as a result of the difficulty in finding
instrumental teachers to get the students to
a higher level?
this reduction in instrumental teachers
has also meant there has been a knock-on
effect in the number and standard of players
who, in previous generations, had gone on to
play in local and county youth orchestras. in
some areas of the country these musical
activities are being brought under an
umbrella known as a Music Hub, a
rebranded music service then.
enlightened thinking in several
professional symphony orchestras sees a
move for them to steer the Music Hubs in the
interests of providing vital information and
players of a good standard to try to redress
the diminishing number of instrumental
players.
increasingly the education and Learning
departments of some of the major
orchestras bring in more and more funding
for the organisations to facilitate the
inclusion of younger people. in Liverpool
the orchestra gives a large number of
schools concerts, which see a capacity
audience sometimes twice a day. in one year
over 30,000 local children will have visited
the ‘Phil’, as the Liverpool Philharmonic
Hall is affectionately known locally. Many of
these concerts for young people are
designed and organised by the incredibly
dedicated and talented alasdair Malloy,
whose day job is as a percussionist in the
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“The government is

making music more
elitist with its
policies!”

BBC Concert orchestra.
alasdair works with many orchestras
around the UK bringing his enthusiasm and
energy to show young people that music is
not the reserve of an elite but is for all to
participate and enjoy. the noise from the
enthusiastic applause at the end of these
concerts is one of the loudest things i have
ever heard in the building!
in addition to the schools concerts the
diverse Learning Department at the
Liverpool Philharmonic oversee the most
successful El sistema scheme in the UK, in
Harmony Liverpool. this project, inspired by
the work of the Venezuelan José abreu, has
shown the amazing effect of bringing music
into one of england’s most disadvantaged
communities, and has led to one particular
school moving from special measures to
outstanding in all areas in less than four
years.
the successful work that abreu developed
in Venezuela, bringing about social action
through music is a lesson more
governments should try to emulate.
on a recent tour to China the royal
Liverpool Philharmonic opened two brand
new concert halls before they re-opened

their refurbished Liverpool home in
november. Clearly the Chinese government
is keen on developing western culture,
whilst the politicians in europe are happy to
see its demise! Perhaps the Chinese are
trying to acquire the ingenuity and design
innovation in which the UK has previously
been a world leader, realising that this can
only come about through a stimulating
creative environment?
it is still a mystery to me that we are
encouraged to celebrate our elite athletes
but rarely do we see elite artists given
recognition. they are more likely to be
accused of elitism in a negative sense
implying exclusivity. Sadly, with the lack of
funding, the truth is that to learn an
instrument in the current climate will mean
it is inevitable that many will have to pay
privately for their lessons. the government
is making music more elitist with its
policies!

So do we really
need music?
yes, if we want a better society with
encouragement for us all to develop our
creativity, our imagination or escape the
reality of our world (without having to
resort to drugs, prescription or
recreational). Perhaps we need to make a
loud noise in the direction of the politicians
who have not discovered the secret of the
power of music... before it is too late! ■
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WILLIAM UPTON

WE ARE SAILING

Career advice to music graduates can vary from nonexistent to brutal. When I was at college rumours abound
about a former Head of School who would have miscreants
and underperformers stand on their chair and ask the
orchestra: “Would you like fries with that?”
this, apparently, was the career that
beckoned if you did not pull your weight,
and at the time this was enough to get me
out of bed and into the practice room early
each morning. even if you do put in the
hours, however, there aren’t a great number
of clear-cut jobs and career paths available
for the performing musician. one unsung
option that is open for the young, free and
single player is to sign on for a cruise ship
and see the world while being paid.
anecdotes suggest that life on the cruise
ships is dominated by a culture of heavy
drinking and strict on board hierarchies.
few of us, however, have much idea of the
realities of this singular way of making a
living. Saxophonist and composer Jenni
Watson graduated from the royal northern
College of Music in 2009 having already
performed with the BBC Philharmonic
orchestra and gained the attention of the
royal Liverpool Philharmonic orchestra as
an exciting and melodic writer. i was in the
first year when she was completing her
postgraduate studies, and her Master’s
recital, for which she composed her 45
minute-long Reflections suite, remains one
of the most magical concert experiences
i’ve had. Like many students at college at
that time, she too had never considered
working on the cruise ships, but when the
opportunity arose to exchange temporarily
the dreary Manchester drizzle for warmer
climes she found it hard to refuse. today she
leads a busy life as a freelance musician
and composer in London and recently
released her second commercial CD

Meditations, on which she plays saxophone,
violin, flute, clarinet, piano and sings
(reviewed in this issue of Clarinet &
Saxophone). She joined me to look back on
her sojourn at sea, and to provide some food
for thought for other students who might be
considering their options post graduation.

Why did you sign up for the
cruises?
although a friend had mentioned the option
during my time at college, it wasn’t
something i’d really considered. Perhaps i
felt too keenly that it wasn’t what i had been
working towards for so long. i think my
eventual change of heart was down to the
fact that i’d worked really hard for my
Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees, while
juggling jobs and a house renovation, so i
had missed out on some of the social
opportunities. Working on the cruise ships
seemed like a chance to get out of that
hothouse environment and to let my hair
down while using my skills. Most of all,
having spent six years enjoying
Manchester’s famous weather, it was hard
to turn down the chance to go and spend a
month in the Caribbean!

Can you tell us about the kind of
band you were working in?
i worked in what is called the Dep (deputy)
orchestra. House orchestras (one of several
bands on board) ‘belong’ to a ship, and as a
general rule they will spend three months
working on the ship and then one month off

it. the Dep orchestra goes from ship to ship
filling in for the various house orchestras
while they’re on leave. the band consists of
trumpet, alto and tenor saxophones,
trombone, bass, drums and keys, the latter
usually played by the Musical Director. in
terms of what the orchestra does, your
employers can dictate what they want of
you on any given day on board ship.
typically, you might play for a three-hour
ballroom dancing session one night, while
the next you could have a rehearsal and
performance accompanying a cabaret act
or a musical theatre show. you may even do
the show, then play some cocktail jazz in
the bar before repeating the show a second
and sometimes even a third time in the
same night.

What skills do you need for the
house orchestra?
Without a doubt, sight-reading is the single
most important skill. of course, tuning,
ensemble ability, sense of time and all the
other things that go into making a good
musician are also very important, but the
ability to sight-read a lot of material on
very little rehearsal time, in a wide variety
of styles, is fundamental. each night you
have an hour-long rehearsal from 5-6pm
for a 45-minute show that could be at
7.15pm. there’s rarely a chance to see the
music beforehand (the cabaret acts are
particularly protective of their
arrangements, and rightly so), so sightreading is key. Some of the other higher
levels of musicianship are a bonus.

Stylistic awareness is also a big one.
Being adaptable to the section leader
(usually the trumpet player), and knowing
how to phrase things in different styles is a
must. there’s no time to faff around
discussing whether to play this note long
and that note short and whether to put
vibrato on the last note of a phrase.
Similarly, you need to know the classic pop
and big band saxophone and clarinet solos.
they’ll usually be written down, but
knowing how to sound on them is vital, and
you don’t want to be sight-reading Benny
Goodman’s solo from Sing Sing Sing on a
gig. if you don’t know one then you go and
listen to the track between the rehearsal
and the show and you nail it. you also have
to be very versatile – you go from backing a
classical violinist, to a West end singer, to
an operatic soprano, to playing cocktail jazz
in a quartet.
finally, you have to be patient. you might
have been top of the tree at your university
or music college, but on the ships your job
is just to play the dots and leave any
problem with the cabaret acts to the MD. if
you do need to sort out a problem with the
arrangement or the Pa you need to be able
to do it quietly and diplomatically.

What doubling skills do you need,
and what kind of set ups work
best?
you will be asked to take alto and tenor, but
in reality you should only need one or the
other. there is some doubling on flute and
clarinet, but not a lot, and it’s so much more
important to be a strong sax player who
doubles rather than a flautist or clarinettist
who, as i have heard it said, “knows which
end of a sax to blow down”.
in terms of set up, you want to go for a
middle-of-the-road sound that allows you
to be adaptable. i alternated between a
classical mouthpiece with a bright reed, and
a mellow jazz mouthpiece like a Meyer 6. i
always took several reed, ligature and

Jenni’s temporary home docked
in the Caribbean
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the house band
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mouthpiece combinations so that whatever
the other sax player turned up with i could
adjust to match their sound.

What level of ability is required?
on saxophone, although the music is
often really easy, there can be a few really
gritty pieces you need to get stuck into at
short notice. if the cabaret act is kind they
will give you some advance warning if
they’re going to play something that has
proven tricky with other bands. you need to
have a really nice sound and to deliver
convincing improvised solos. for good
players patience again becomes very
important, because it is easy to get bored
playing long notes, but that is preferable to
a tentative musician who gets out of their
depth when the notes start flying thick and
fast.

What kind of genres do you need
to be familiar with and to work on
stylistically if you want to work on
the cruise ships?
you need to be able to play pop, music from
the shows, soul, rhythm ‘n’ blues, jazz, and
lots of very cheesy music. the sax solos on I
Will Always Love You and Just the Way You
Are are good examples of popular sax
features. Some music comes up over and
over again, including say, anything by
Michael Bublé, Feelin’ Good, and
‘Somewhere’ from West Side Story. above
all, just practise your sight-reading.

What do you have to say about the
lifestyle, and do you need to be a
particular kind of person to do it?
if you are disciplined then the sheer wealth
and variety of food on offer is a wonderful
thing. there is a gym, and most of the
musicians make the most of it, but you
never lose weight – you just keep it off! the
rooms are sharing (usually bunk-beds), and
you will always be sharing unless you’re the

only girl in the band. this means that you
need to be very self-aware and conscious of
other people. you don’t just work with the
other members of the band, you can end up
spending every minute of every day
together, so you have to be very easy going,
particularly if there’s an argument in
rehearsal.
the musicians tend to be in their
twenties, but there are people who’ve been
doing the job for 30 to 40 years. it’s easy to
see how you can end up doing it your whole
life because it is very easy to become
institutionalised. you may not have a house
to worry about, you are fully cared for in
terms of food, accommodation and
sometimes even washing, and there’s an onboard doctor, so there’s no real need to be
self-sufficient and some people end up
feeling like they can’t go back to being a
freelance musician.
you have to be so careful to avoid
succumbing to cabin fever. it’s really
important to keep active and vary your days
and it’s all too easy to go into your shell and
become a recluse. Similarly, it is very easy
to become stale. if you are a self-motivated
kind of person then you can use all the free
time you have to do focused practice and
really hone your skills, although finding
practice space can be a challenge. there
aren’t any dedicated practice rooms, and
you might set up back stage and be just
getting into the zone and a troupe of
dancers will turn up for a rehearsal.
With regard to the stereotype of the
alcoholic ship-bound musician, you’re not
allowed to be over the drink drive limit at
any time. even as a musician you have a
duty on board in emergencies, and drills
every week to keep on top of it.

Have recent cruise ship disasters
changed how you feel?
i definitely had a little wobble. When the
Costa Concordia went down i was on my
week’s leave and i was on a night out with a
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WHO ARE OUR READERS?
Finally, what are the general pros
and cons?

Jenni Watson at times Square

few people from my ship. one of the group
received a text from a dancer friend saying
‘My ship’s sinking. Contact my parents.’
that was an eye-opener, but we also knew
from reports that the mistakes made in the
way the Costa Concordia disaster was
handled would never have happened on one
of our ships, because procedures are so
strictly adhered to.

Who should you talk to if you are
thinking about working on the
ships?
it is much easier to get work if you know
someone, however distantly, who is already
out there doing it. for example, if someone
from a few years above you at college is
working on the ships then it would be a
good idea just to touch base with them
before applying. if not, then the cruise lines
themselves or agencies such as Proship
would be the place to start.

What happens if you get stranded
in port?
Musicians got left in port a few times while i
was there, and it nearly happened to me! if
you miss the ship, they leave your passport
with the port agent and you have to find and
fund your way back to the next port with no
help, even if that involves flying. this leaves
you with a dilemma, because taking your
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card with you into port is usually seen as a
bad idea because thieves can see tourists
and ship people a mile off, but if you don’t
have it and you miss the ship you’re in
trouble. the moral of the story is don’t miss
your ship!

Could you tell us about the work
you now do as a Classical Guest
Entertainer on the ships?
the Classical Guest entertainer goes on
board for anything up to three weeks and
does up to nine 45-minute recitals, usually
on days when the ship doesn’t reach port.
each recital has to be different, and the
repertoire is typically light classical music.
they love Piazzolla’s Histoire du Tango and
the classic works from the violin and flute
repertoire transcribed for saxophone. By
the fifth show, by which time you should
have built up a rapport with the audience,
you can start throwing in some slightly
more challenging works, like the Boutry
Divertimento and the Muczynski Sonata. i
was worried about programming some of
my own music, like Chasing Angels, but
they loved it, so it does show that
contemporary classical saxophone music
can appeal to the broadest of audiences.

the biggest pro is travelling the world for
free! i have seen some truly amazing places,
like easter island and robinson Crusoe
island, St Petersburg, the Caribbean, new
york, Quebec, and so many more. you know
you will never be able to afford to go to
many of them again under your own steam.
although you only see the places in quite a
superficial way, you get a very good idea of
where you want to go back to as a tourist.
My personal highlight was kayaking up
Geirangerfjord in norway with one other
member of the band and not a tourist in
sight. amazingly, many musicians end up
just staying in bed rather than getting out
and seeing the world beyond the port.
the biggest con is the lack of flexibility
and the nagging worry that you’re losing
your foothold back home. the Dep
orchestra is employed on short contracts of
around a month, and if you want to they will
renew your contract at the end of each
month. if you miss a month, however, then
they are likely to replace you permanently.
it’s the same with the regular house
orchestras. this means that players often
end up turning down big opportunities back
home. one ameliorating factor is the fact
that you’re paid £65-70 a day whether you
are working or not – that may not sound
like much, but if you spend more than half
the days in a year working on board the
ships then you can claim all of the tax back,
providing a great annual boost.
With regard to losing a foothold back
home, i found that many of the best
musicians i worked with on the cruise ships
have ended up settling in London, so i had a
great ready-made network when i left the
ships. if someone is thinking of working on
the ships i would urge them to do it straight
out of college, and to do everything you can
to keep in touch with the friends you leave
behind.
athough at first i was very apprehensive
about ‘halting my career’, which was how i
saw it at the time, i actually made a great
number of my closest friends, developed a
huge professional network, found my own
strengths and weaknesses as a player,
learnt a lot of ‘industry terminology’, and
had some truly once-in-a-lifetime
experiences.
regardless of your instrument it seems
that there are few environments you can go
into where you are exposed to as much live
performance as when working on the cruise
ships. for the sheer amount and variety of
music encountered it is second only to
recording work, and indeed renowned
session musicians such as andy findon cut
their teeth on the ships. Ultimately, you
won’t know if it is right for you until you try
it, but hopefully we have given you an
insight into what to expect of this oftenunacknowledged career choice.

You can find out more about Jenni, including her published music and recordings, at
www.jenniwatson.com. ■
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With a wealth of members available
at the Single Reed Playday, Stephanie
Reeve parked her trusty Toyota at
Haileybury College and persuaded
David Smith to tell all over lunch.
When did you start playing?
in 1954 i got a place at the local Grammar
School in Darlington, Co Durham. all my
mates also got in so it was only later that i
realised how fortunate we were to be picked,
and the opportunities that would be opened
up for us. one of those was music.
the musical tradition in my family was
limited to an hour a week of alan Keith on the
Home Service. at the new school every boy
was given an elementary music test to see if
he had what it took to join the school choir or
orchestra. i scraped through and then had to
decide what instrument to take up. i had no
idea until a clown playing the clarinet
(Charlie Cairoli?) appeared on our new black
and white television (this being the year of
the Coronation). So i started weekly lessons
under Mr Dobing for a subsidised two
shillings and sixpence (12½ p!) on an old,
high pitch, albert system clarinet. Progress
was not impressive, but i did make grade five
in 1958, my most recent musical
qualification!
of my school subjects, science captured
my enthusiasm with the help of some
excellent (and music loving) teachers, and i
enrolled at Manchester University to study
chemical engineering. i played the clarinet in
a student orchestra and with friends, and was
a regular in the gods at the free trade Hall to
hear the Hallé under Sir John Barbirolli, with
Pat ryan the principal clarinet. a few years
later, in 1968, a particular memory was of a
concert of fifth symphonies: those of
Beethoven, Sibelius and Vaughan Williams.
What a programme! My wife remembers the
occasion for a different reason. feeling a bit
uncomfortable during the performance, the
next day she gave birth to our first child. is
this another power of live music?

Tell me a little more about your
non-musical life?
When i qualified, jobs were easy to come by
and we moved to the Lake District where i
started work in the pharmaceutical industry.
the location picked itself as we had always
been keen walkers. in those days every little
town and village put on an annual musical
show, and they expected more than just a
piano for accompaniment. So i got roped into
playing with friends in pit bands and got used
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to playing six successive nights preceded by
a dress rehearsal on the Sunday. We never
made it to the West end, but it was a lot of fun
playing the likes of Oliver!, Show Boat, Oh,
What a Lovely War! (very poignant) and lots
of Gilbert and Sullivan. Why is G&S, with its
great music and comedy as topical as ever,
so neglected today?
Later, work took us to Scotland, then down
to Hertfordshire (where we still live) and
finally to the far east (Singapore and China).
My clarinet-playing contacts got disrupted
and i gradually stopped playing. Subsequently, i lost my clarinets in a store fire.
However, after a 30 year lay-off, a miracle
happened. our american granddaughter had
to choose an instrument to learn and,
without telling me, she picked the clarinet.
asked why the clarinet, Katie replied “Well
you used to play, didn’t you?” By then retired,
this was all i needed to take up the
instrument again and six years on, there
aren’t enough playing hours in the day. it’s
wonderful that a nine year-old can have
such a major influence on an old codger like
me! (But sadly Katie no longer plays!) there
must be some musical genes in the family as
various grandchildren enjoy the guitar, the
drums, street dance and one, aged nine,
appeared in a run at the national theatre.

Who in the single reed world do
you admire?
Jack Brymer and Gervase de Peyer were
always my heroes and i loved their sound.
the tutors and teachers on courses and days
like today are also inspirational, as are many
of the players who give so much
encouragement.

Do you play in any ensembles?
When work brought us to Hertfordshire, by
fortunate happenchance we got a house not
far from the Benslow Music trust in Hitchin.
after retiring i got involved with the charity
as a volunteer, helping to organise concerts
and as a trustee. it was only after stepping
down from these roles that i got back to the
clarinet, and now i’m a serial course
attender, revelling in the world-class tuition
and amazing support from fellow players
there. the chamber concerts and Benslow’s
superb music library are added bonuses. i

also take lessons locally and am a member
of the Hitchin Concert Band, which has
opened several doors for me to play in small
chamber groups.

What do you enjoy about being a
CASS member?
My teacher, alison eales, recommended that
i join CaSS and for me the magazine and
playdays are a must. David Campbell himself
helped me choose a new ligature today - Mr
Dobing would have been well-impressed!

Which part of the magazine do you
read first?
i either read it systematically, going through
page by page, or i’ll cheat and flick through
looking for new pieces to play or advice on
technique.

What have you listened to
recently?
ravel’s Le Tombeau de Couperin in a
beautiful arrangement for wind quintet. it’s a
sad story. the movements are dedicated to
seven friends of ravel who fell during the
first World War, the widow of one giving the
first piano performance. But the music itself
is anything but sad. i’ve got the music for our
quintet and we have given it a try, while it’s
rather beyond my ‘play grade’ i’m addicted to
that gorgeous french woodwind sound.

Any other hobbies?
Walking with the ramblers. We still like
being out in the countryside and enjoy
introducing others to our wonderful network
of footpaths. also gardening, the family, and
house projects.

What are your favourite TV or
radio programmes?
that’s easy: gardening with Monty Don
(despite all those baking programmes that
push gardening off the air). and radio 3 is a
continual source of delight, inspiration and
of works new to me. ■
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TRACY HEAVNER

SELECTING A CLASSICAL
SAXOPHONE MOUTHPIECE

When striving to produce a good saxophone tone, one of the
most crucial pieces of equipment is the mouthpiece.
there are many brands of saxophone mouthpieces being manufactured using a
variety of materials, encompassing a wide price range and designed for
performers at all levels of development. Beginning saxophonists usually play the
stock mouthpieces sold with their student model saxophones. these synthetic
mouthpieces are inexpensive, mass-produced and primarily designed to produce
the basic sound. as a saxophonist progresses, the stock mouthpiece is usually
replaced by one made of ebonite also known as hard rubber. these mouthpieces,
which are somewhat more expensive, are made of a better material and with more
craftsmanship, allowing the performer to attain a better tone. they also come in a
variety of tip openings, facings and chamber sizes providing saxophonists with
more opportunities to ﬁnd a mouthpiece that better suits their particular playing
style. Many professional saxophonists perform on hand-ﬁnished, hard rubber
mouthpieces that allow for maximum expression and individuality.

Tip Openings, Facings and
Chamber Sizes
When selecting a mouthpiece, the tip
opening, facing and chamber size should
carefully be considered. the tip opening is
the distance between the tip of the reed and
the tip of the mouthpiece. Mouthpieces with
small tip openings are easier to control,
have a more stable pitch but require a
harder reed. as the tip opening increases in
size, control becomes more difficult, the
pitch is more flexible and a softer reed must
be used.
the mouthpiece facing is the distance
between the tip of the mouthpiece and the
point where the reed and the mouthpiece
separate. the longer the facing, the more
mouthpiece the saxophonist will need to
take into the mouth in order to line up the
lower teeth with the position where the reed
and mouthpiece separate. Due to this fact, a
medium facing usually works best for most
performers.
the mouthpiece chamber is the internal
cavity inside the mouthpiece and its design
has a direct effect on tone and response. the
chamber can be small, medium or large in
size and have a variety of shapes from round
to rectangular. a small, rectangular
chamber will produce a brighter tone with
more power. as the chamber size increases
and becomes more round in shape, the tone
will become darker and less powerful.

performance because it allowed the
saxophone to blend properly with other
instruments of the orchestra and symphonic
band.
With the formation of the jazz big band
saxophone section in the 1930s, the design
of saxophone mouthpieces changed giving
jazz saxophonists the ability to play with
more power and edge in their sound. this
trait also carried over into the classical

arena as classical saxophonists adopted this
tonal style to some extent. Modern day
classical saxophonists still strive for a
warm, dark sound but with the additional
power afforded by the change in mouthpiece
design.
Before attempting to select a classical
mouthpiece, the saxophonist must first
develop a classical tonal concept. this
concept can be developed by listening to
prominent classical saxophonists perform
in live concerts, lessons, masterclasses and
from recordings. after this concept has been
developed, mouthpieces can then be test
played to see which one allows the
previously established tonal concept to be
achieved.

Classical Saxophone Mouthpieces
there are numerous saxophone
mouthpieces designed specifically for
playing classical music. these mouthpieces
are usually made of hard rubber, have small
tip openings and are played with medium to
hard reeds. their chamber design is

View of mouthpiece from
underneath

Side view of mouthpiece

somewhat round in nature with several
facings and tip openings available to meet
the requirements of various performers.
in addition to producing a good tone,
several other performance aspects should
also be considered when choosing a
classical mouthpiece. Good response,
intonation and control in all registers,
amount of air resistance and if the
mouthpiece is reed friendly are all
important factors to consider when
selecting a mouthpiece.
Mouthpiece response, control and
intonation in all registers, especially in the
low and upper range of the instrument
should be carefully examined. Many
mouthpieces will sound great in the middle
register but when playing in the extreme
registers, both low and high, response may
be poor. also some mouthpieces, while
producing a good tone on certain pitches,
can be hard to control due to their chamber
design, tip opening and facing. the result
can be problems with squeaking, intonation
and embouchure fatigue.
air resistance and reed friendliness are
two other considerations that should not be
ignored. the amount of air resistance a
mouthpiece creates while being blown is an
important factor in how comfortable it will
feel when being played. Some saxophonists
prefer a free blowing mouthpiece with little
resistance while others like more air
resistance.
reed friendliness refers to the ability of a
mouthpiece to produce a good tone on a
variety of reeds that have the same strength
number but are not exactly equal in reed
hardness. Since the strength number given
to a reed by the manufacturer is only an
approximation of how hard the reed really
is, saxophonists need a mouthpiece that can
play reeds that varying slightly in strength
in order to avoid problems when rotating or
switching reeds before a performance.
Having a reed friendly mouthpiece will
give the saxophonist peace of mind knowing

that if a reed is damaged or dies before a big
performance, another reed can be easily
substituted in its place.
Several popular classical saxophone
mouthpieces used by professional
performers and teachers are the eugene
rousseau new Classic, Selmer Paris C* S80
or S90, Selmer Paris Soloist and the
Vandoren optimum. for saxophonists who
prefer the original tonal concept of adolphe
Sax, the Sigurd rascher mouthpiece is
designed to produce this sound. a sketch of
the original adolphe Sax mouthpiece can be
seen above.

Selecting a Classical Saxophone
Mouthpiece
When selecting a classical saxophone
mouthpiece, the performer must first
narrow down the choices since it is difficult
to play every brand of mouthpiece made.
this can be done by researching various
mouthpieces using the internet, researching
mouthpiece brands and models played by
prominent saxophonists, getting
recommendations from saxophone teachers
and finally test playing mouthpieces at
larger music stores that have them in stock.
if the local store does not have the
requested mouthpieces in stock, some
online stores may ship several mouthpieces
at once for individuals to try. although this
is not the most convenient way to select a

Tracy Lee Heavner is a professor of saxophone, music education and director
of jazz studies at the University of South Alabama in Mobile, United States.
He is an accomplished author and music educator and a distinguished
performance artist for Cannonball, Yamaha, Beechler and D’Addario music
corporations. He is also a recording artist for LiveHorns and has performed
throughout the United States and at international venues around the world.
His latest book entitled Saxophone Secrets: 60 Performance Strategies for the
Advanced Saxophonist has received rave reviews and is published by the
Rowan & Littlefield Publishing Group.

Classical Saxophone Tone
When adolphe Sax invented the saxophone,
he designed the mouthpiece with a large,
round chamber that produced a dark, round
sound with little or no edge. His tonal
concept gave the saxophone a beautiful solo
voice that was also desirable in ensemble
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Adolphe Sax mouthpiece
Courtesy of Raschermouthpieces.com

mouthpiece, serious saxophonists should
test play many mouthpieces before deciding
on the specific one to purchase. When
ordering mouthpieces online, some stores
have a return policy that will allow the
performer to keep the mouthpieces for up to
30 days. this is very helpful since the
saxophonist can practise and perform on the
mouthpieces in a variety of situations and
venues such as rehearsals, sectionals,
ensemble and solo performances.
By playing the mouthpieces for several
weeks, most of the time the saxophonist can
be sure that the mouthpiece selected is the
best one. if possible, each mouthpiece
should be recorded while being test played.
it is often easier to determine which one
sounds best using a recording since this
allows saxophonists to focus their full
attention on each example rather than
trying to play and listen at the same time.
When test playing any mouthpiece,
saxophonists should protect it from marks
or scratches caused by the teeth or ligature.
if a mouthpiece is damaged in any way when
it is test played, saxophonists may have to
buy the mouthpiece even though they may
not want to. to assure that the mouthpiece is
not damaged when being test played, a
mouthpiece cushion or tape should be
placed on the mouthpiece beak to protect it
from teeth marks.
to protect the body of the mouthpiece, a
leather or fabric ligature in the rovner style,
should be used so the mouthpiece will not
be scratched when the ligature is placed on
it. By following this advice, many
mouthpieces may be test played without
damage. if a satisfactory mouthpiece is
found at a local store but the price is higher
than buying the same mouthpiece online,
the store manager should be asked if the
online price can be matched. Quite often the
local store will sell the mouthpiece for the
discounted online price. ■
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BEN REDWINE

BEN
REDWINE

You won’t have missed the advertisements
in this magazine for RJ Music. John Robert
Brown’s curiosity was aroused; he took time
to chat to the proprietor.
“My grandfather was a professional clarinettist. At the
height of his teaching career he taught about one
hundred clarinettists, saxophonists and flautists each
week. I was really jealous to see his students file in and
out of his studio. One day, when I was six years old, he
said: ‘It’s time for you to play’. So I started the clarinet. I
got a couple of years into it, and then I lost my front
teeth. So I switched to flute for a year, then back to
clarinet. I don’t remember a thing about the flute, except
that it took a lot of air. I felt light-headed when I played.
12 Clarinet & Saxophone, Winter 2014
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“My high school was a famous jazz school.
the jazz band won competitions every year.
So i was always interested in saxophones,
and wanted to play, but they wouldn’t allow
clarinets in the band. i kept asking my
grandfather, but he said: ‘no. you have to
master the clarinet’. i didn’t pick up the
saxophone until i got into college. the band
director at college knew that i played jazz on
the clarinet. He invited me to play in the jazz
band. i said: ‘Great. What would you like me
to play?’ He said: ‘How about alto sax?’
‘Great’, i said. a couple of days later he
bumped into me in the hallway. He told me:
‘the alto’s covered. Can you play tenor?’
‘Sure’ i replied. another couple of days later
he said: ‘Baritone?’ i responded: ‘Well that’s
fine, but you keep moving me down and
down and down. What’s next? you’re going
to ask me to conduct?!’
“this was in oklahoma, where i grew up.
My grandfather was the principal
clarinettist in the oklahoma City Symphony,
as it was then called. now it’s called the
oklahoma Philharmonic. that was a WPa
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orchestra (Works Progress administration).
During World War ii, the roosevelt
administration put a lot of public funding
into the arts. So the federal Government
established that orchestra in oklahoma
City, the capital of oklahoma, which is in
the centre of the United States.
“i earned my bachelor’s degree in music
education from the University of
oklahoma. then i went on to earn a
master’s degree in clarinet performance at
Louisiana State University, at Baton rouge.
During both my undergraduate and
master’s degree i was in the army reserve
Band, which is a part-time military band.
So i knew that this was a possible career as
a musician. for two days per month we’d
meet and have band rehearsals. also, we’d
do concerts on one of those days - like the
reserves in the UK.
“When i finished my master’s degree i
entered full-time military service, and
played in atlanta, Georgia, for four years, in
the US army Ground forces Command
Band. the army had four levels of bands,
the top being the Premier band, the second
level being Major Command. at each level
below Premier Band you move from
location to location every three years. if
you make it to a Premier Band you stay in
one of those for your entire career. i was
looking for that opportunity. My first
enlistment was coming to an end, so i
started taking auditions. i was offered the
job at the army academy at West Point in
new york, as well as the naval academy
Band near Washington DC. My wife Leslie
and i weighed up the pros and cons; we
decided that this area [DC] was the better
part of the country to live in. West Point is
beautiful, we would have been happy there,
but it is considerably colder than
Washington DC.
“i have several friends in the West Point
Band. i knew that i would need to do other
things to satisfy myself musically. My
friends were having a difficult time
breaking into the new york musical scene.
from what i knew about the Washington DC
area, i knew that it was a better place to be.
the naval academy Band is a professional
military ensemble which supports the
naval academy. thus, we don’t study or
teach - we play ceremonies, concerts or
parades. every band in the military has a
different mission. ours is to support the
naval academy, which is a busy ceremonial
campus. Bands such as the Washington DC
navy Band play for funerals at the
Veterans’ Cemetery, play for concerts, and
support events that the President attends.
“Most of the important military officers,
in the navy and US Marines at least,
graduate from the naval academy. they
return to give lectures, and we are required
to play for ceremonies. for instance, when
an admiral dies, we play for the funeral
service. i remember playing for admiral
Zumwalt’s funeral a few years ago.
President Clinton attended. each member
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of the band had to play his instrument in
front of the drug-sniffing dog, to confirm
that this was really a musical instrument,
and not a pipe bomb!
“our main job was to support the
academy. thus, we might venture as far
away as new york City, which is about a
four-hour drive, or Philadelphia, which is a
three-hour drive, or south to norfolk,
Virginia, which is another four-hour drive.
interestingly, from my perspective, i played
about three gigs on a ship in my entire
career! only about two weeks ago did i
finally play on a moving ship, which was for
a private jazz gig.
“i finished my degree at the Catholic
University of america last January, with a
doctorate in clarinet performance, and a
minor in Latin-american music history.
While i was a student i taught some
undergraduates. When i graduated, there
happened to be an opening, so i was taken
on as a lecturer. now i teach several
students there, coordinate the woodwind
chamber music groups, and am an
assistant conductor for the wind ensemble.
i’m recruiting very heavily to turn it into a
full-time job. the music department is
small, though it has gained a great
reputation over the years. the Dean of the
University is Grayson Wagstaff.
“My interest in equipment came later.
the eminent clarinettist ignatius Gennusa
moved to live in an area close to me. He had
been the principal clarinettist in the
Baltimore Symphony, and taught at the
Peabody Conservatory. By the time i met
him he was not playing anymore. i really
liked him, played for him, hung out with
him a little, and received some instruction
from him. Back in the 1950s Chedeville
mouthpieces were very popular. the
Chedeville company had gone out of
business in the 1950s. During the 1970s, a
lot of clarinet players here in the United
States had acquired copies of their
Chedeville mouthpieces. ignatius Gennusa,
most people referred to him as iggy, taught
me to reface mouthpieces and to work on
the interiors of mouthpieces. My wife and i
saw that iggy’s health was declining. We
bought the business from him while he was
still alive, and started having a machine
shop make the mouthpieces for us. a
factory makes the blanks, then i handfinish them. the material is hard rubber.
We also offer an intermediate mouthpiece
in hard plastic. i believe that everybody
plays differently, which is why there are so
many mouthpieces on the market. Certain
people prefer certain types.
“Canyes Xilema [‘she-lemma’] Spain
makes the reeds in Spain; i import them
into the United States. Some 10 years ago
the company sent me three boxes. i could
have played a concert on any one of those
reeds. the consistency is unmatched. the
owner of the company has become our
friend; she makes all of the reeds by
herself. She tells me that she throws away

about 40 percent of the cane that she
purchases. Visually she can tell that it
won’t be good. Perhaps that explains the
consistency.
“three years ago Leslie and i purchased
the Reed Wizard Company. We have a
machine shop that produces the tools that
Ben armato (a long-time member of the
new york Metropolitan opera orchestra)
invented - the Reed Wizard and the
PerfectaReed. in addition, we publish the
book armato wrote about reeds, and all
things clarinet: PerfectaReed and Beyond,
as well as his opera excerpt book, The
Opera Clarinetist. the book contains solo
clarinet parts taken from the Metropolitan
opera library.
“the acquisition of the Reed Wizard
company falls in line with our business
model, which is to either make or to sell all
of the products that i use and believe in as a
professional clarinettist. i’m looking
forward to the release of my next CD early
next year. the record is a tribute to the Jazz
Samba album of Stan Getz and Charlie
Byrd. the CD arose out of my research into
the history of the samba. for a time,
Charlie Byrd studied with Segovia. He had
an unfocused career, until he discovered
the bossa-nova on a tour in Brazil. He
brought it back to the United States. in 1962
he recorded the album Jazz Samba, for
which he brought in Stan Getz as the
soloist. the music was recorded at the all
Souls Unitarian Church in Washington DC,
and became the album that launched the
bossa-nova craze.
“My band went into that same location
to record a tribute album. Charlie’s brother
was Gene Byrd (we called him Joe Byrd).
Joe lived in the town where i live currently.
He died a few years ago. i played several
jazz gigs with him over the years. He was
heard playing both bass and guitar on the
original album while still a student at the
Peabody Conservatory.
“i have a classical CD waiting for CD
cover art work before release. Called
Promenade, it contains Charlie Barnett’s
Fireman’s Carnival, a concerto for clarinet
and string orchestra which i’ll première in
May in Washington DC. Barnett is a
Hollywood composer who lives in a DC
suburb. i recorded Fireman’s Carnival at
the end of a television recording session
when we had some extra time, but i haven’t
performed it yet. the album includes the
Mozart Quintet, and another quintet
written for me by John Stephens, the
Washington DC composer. and there’s also
George Gershwin’s Promenade, from the
fred astaire and Ginger rogers movie Shall
We Dance? of 1937.
www.redwinejazz.com
www.rjmusicgroup.com
www.reedwizard.com
www.canyesxilema.com ■
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CAROLINE FRANKLYN’S

Every completely correct answer
is worth two points
1

Which actor/film director, who died in August 2014, was
the first voice on air at Capital Radio in 1973, and became
its Lifetime President?

2

For which instruments are these nicknames? Mississippi
saxophone, liquorice stick, bull fiddle, sweet potato?

3

Which composer became Master of the Queen’s Music in
July 2014?

4 Which real-life group appeared in The Archers (Radio 4) on
25th August 2014?
5

Who conducted the New Year’s Day concert (2014)
broadcast from Vienna?

6

What relates a cheesy snack with the first note of
Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony?

7
8

9

Which American poet, who died in 2014 wrote: ‘Music
was my refuge. I could crawl into the space between the
notes and curl my back to loneliness.’
Which composer, a member of the Women’s Suffrage
Movement, served two months in Holloway Prison, and
was visited by Thomas Beecham, who found her
conducting with a toothbrush?
Which island-based clarinet choir finished its tour of
Britain in a concert with the Cambridge Clarinet Choir, on
19th August 2014?

10 Which orchestra was founded in 1978 by Vivienne Price?
11 What links the American rock band, who recorded I’ll Feel
a Whole Lot Better in 1964, with an English Renaissance
composer who became organist and choirmaster at
Lincoln Cathedral in 1572?
12 Who wrote the music for the TV series The Last of the
Summer Wine?
13 What type of dog is owned by the Editor of this magazine?
14 What links a song (music by Haydn Wood) published in
1914, with the term for a major chord at the end of a piece
of music which is in a minor key?
15 What type of dog is depicted falling into the River Wye, in
the 11th of Elgar’s Enigma Variations and what was the
dog’s name?
16 The name of what kind of music is derived from the
Hebrew words kli and zemer (meaning ‘vessel of music’)?
17 What links a) an opera by Rossini, first performed in 1817;
b) a ballet by Stravinsky, first performed in 1910; c) a piece
for flute and piano by Messiaen, first performed in 1952?
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18 At approximately what pitch (between which two notes)
are the Radio 4 ‘pips’ played?
19 Which musicians’ lives are depicted in these biopics? a)
Walk the Line; b) What’s Love Got to Do With It? c) I’m Not
There?
20 Which BBC Prom (2014) was inspired by a play and film
based on a novel by Michael Morpurgo?
21 For how many instruments was Stravinsky’s Symphonies
of Wind Instruments originally composed (the number
was slightly reduced in 1947); and to whom was the work
dedicated?
22 In the harmonic series, if D is the ‘fundamental’ (or ‘pedal
note’), what is the pitch of the 10th note?
23 Which British singer/songwriter appeared in a late-night
BBC Prom (2014) with the Guy Barker Orchestra?
24 What links Arnold John Dorsey with an opera, first
performed in Weimar in 1893?
25 Which music shop, in Oxford Road, Manchester, was
founded by a saxophonist?
26 In what kind of room, such as the one in the University of
Salford, Manchester, can one only hear the sounds created
inside one’s own body?
27 What links a) a musical, music by Sammy Fain; b) a ballet
by Aaron Copland, premiered in 1942; c) an opera by
Puccini, first performed in 1910?
28 Which of Mahler’s symphonies is known as The
Resurrection?

35 In the Folk Awards 2014, who won a) Best Duo, and b)
Musician of the Year? And who was the first entrant to be
inducted into the Folk Awards Hall of Fame?

45 Who was the cellist who was recorded by the BBC,
playing in her wooded garden to the accompaniment of a
nightingale, in 1924?

36 Which musician put her musical career on ice for a year,
in a bid to take part in the 2014 Winter Olympics?

46 In which year did Mamma Mia (ABBA) replace Bohemian
Rhapsody (Queen) in the number one slot of the UK
Singles Chart?

37 Who wrote the theme music for the TV programme Match
of the Day?
38 In the 2014 Brit Awards, who won Best British Group and
Best British Male Solo Artist?
39 Name the English composer (b 1886) who was so admired
by Elgar that he (Elgar) had a standing order for all his
new recordings, as they were issued?
40 What is the diameter of a standard CD?
41 Who normally presents In Tune on Radio 3?
42 In 1909 the British National Anthem was performed 17
times, by a German Band, while waiting for the King to get
dressed. Who was the king?
43 Which American country music singer/songwriter
appeared at Glastonbury 2014, at the age of 68?

33 Which Northumbrian Pipes player, born in 1967, released
her first album On Kielder Side at the age of 16?
34 Who wrote the music for the film Gone with the Wind?
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49 In which Californian town is the Civic Musical Road, and
what is the tune that it is designed to play as you drive
through?
50 What (accidentally) links a) a term used by cutlery
manufacturers, referring to knives and spoons; and b) a
term used in medicine, for needles and scalpels that have
been used, and need to be discarded in special containers?;
c) a person having an innate talent for a particular task or
activity? ■

Name

Address

Post Code

30 Russian sweet/cake, or Russian composer? 1) Roslavets, 2)
Ptichie Moloko, 3) Eshpai, 4) Khanon, 5) Gozinakh

32 What is the term for the use of more than one key, played
simultaneously, as in Charles Ives’s Variations on America?

48 Who composed the music to a) the film Charade; b) the
ballet Parade; c) the ‘Entertainment’ Façade?

44 Which Venetian composer (1671-1751) inherited a
business manufacturing playing cards?

29 Who dubbed Audrey Hepburn’s singing in My Fair Lady;
and Snow White in the Disney film of 1937?

31 Which saxophonist (born in 1955) has played with the
Michael Nyman Band, released Emotional Jungle in 1984,
and was a founder member of the Myrha Saxophone
Quartet?

47 What unique ‘organ’ in Virginia was the brainchild of
Leland W Sprinkle, and was designed and implemented in
1956?

Reeds requested if you win!

To enter: fill in this form (or photocopy) and send it with the answers to Competition, Clarinet & Saxophone, Fron,
Llansadwrn, Menai Bridge, LL59 5SL by January 31st.
The first correct entry drawn will win the prize. Answers and the winner’s name will be published in the Spring 2015 issue of
Clarinet & Saxophone.
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Clarinet & Saxophone Society of Great Britain

SINGLE REED DAY THE STORY IN PICTURES
Sunday, 19th October, 2014 • Haileybury College, Hertford

Masterclasses with David Campbell

Stephanie reeve conducts a single reed choir

tom Bacon with
D’addario’s trade
stand (sponsors)

Money changing hands

repairer eddie ashton never stopped

Stephanie reeve directing

trade exhibition - busy throughout the day
James rae conducting a single reed choir

Single reed choir directed by David Campbell

James rae directing a saxophone choir
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Lunch is served
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Kerry Long running sponsors Barnes & Mullins stand

Clarinet choir conducted by Stephanie reeve

tom & Will’s stand

Gemma Harvey coaching

David Campbell explains

Saxophone choir led by Gemma Harvey
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Jeﬀery Wilson led two jazz workshops

Daniel Bangham and Vincent Kerherve
lead a mouthpiece seminar
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REMEMBERED

ACKER BILK
1929 - 2014
the clarinettist acker Bilk died on
november 2nd. He was 85. Born Bernard
Stanley Bilk, on January 28th 1929 in
Pensford, Somerset, his name ‘acker’ is a
local word meaning mate, or pal. Leaving
school at 14, acker Bilk worked first at the
Wills tobacco factory in Bristol; later he was
employed as a builder’s labourer and a
blacksmith’s apprentice. acker was a
relatively late starter, taking up the clarinet
in 1948 while on national Service in
egypt. the story was that the clarinettist
was imprisoned for three months for falling
asleep on guard duty; he taught himself
the clarinet while in jail.
His boyhood activities resulted in several
injuries, including the loss of two front teeth
and the top joint of a finger. His loss of
teeth, which he claimed was the result of a
schoolyard fight, enabled him to place the
clarinet mouthpiece in the consequential
gap!
Bilk formed a semi-professional band in
Bristol shortly after demobilisation from
the army. then, early in 1954, he was
invited to join the band of cornettist Ken
Colyer, the prominent British new
orleans-style musician. Bilk found life in
London so disagreeable that he left after
only a few months, returned home, and
took a variety of manual jobs.
in 1956 he formed his Paramount Jazz
Band. the band became popular on the
one-nighter circuit. Shortly after that i
heard him play at the St George’s
Ballroom in Hinckley. even at this date
there were crowds pressing around the
stage. nevertheless, acker remained
modest and accessible, as i discovered
when i chatted to him to make a request.
acker’s first chart hit came in early
1960, when Summer Set (an instrumental
tribute to his own county) reached the
top 10. in the same year he recorded his
composition Stranger on the Shore with
a string orchestra, as the theme music to
a BBC television play for children. the
tune became popular, being the firstever simultaneous hit in Britain and
america. acker referred to it as ‘my oldage pension’. Stranger on the Shore
stayed in the top 30 single chart for 53
weeks, gained entry to the Guinness
Book of Records, and was subsequently
recorded by dozens of other artists,
including Duke ellington. the recording
continues to sell in prodigious
quantities, ranking among the
bestselling records of the 20th century.
the song was originally written for
acker’s daughter Jenny, and named
after her, but the title was changed
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when the BBC used it as the theme tune of
the eponymous BBC children’s tV series.
Stranger on the Shore went on to crest the
american top 20 six months later, acker
being the first British artist to top the US pop
music charts. today that easy-listening
record seems to have been an unlikely
double number one on both sides of the
atlantic, but in pre-Beatles days the charts
contained an eclectic mixture of ballads,
rock ‘n’ roll and Dixieland-style trad-jazz.
in recent years, acker Bilk had begun to
limit the number of his appearances. a keen

JOHN FUEST
1928 - 2014
amateur painter, he spent more time
painting and relaxing at his home in
Pensford than in his big house at Potters
Bar, north London. in 2000 he was treated
for throat cancer. He was appointed MBe in
2001.
acker is survived by his wife, Jean (née
Hawkins), whom he first met when they
were schoolchildren, a daughter, Jenny, and
a son, Peter.
John Robert Brown ■
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i remember the excitement i felt hearing John
fuest warming up on stage before a concert
with royal Liverpool Philharmonic orchestra
when i was around 12 years old (he had
previously been principal clarinet with the City
of Birmingham Symphony orchestra). after
hearing his wonderful playing on many
occasions at the Phil, i eventually gathered up
the courage to talk to him on the platform
after a concert.
John was such a charming and friendly
gentleman as he enthusiastically showed me
his new Buffet clarinets, that i was inspired to
continue my clarinet playing and to try to have
some lessons with John in the future.
Some years later John came to hear a
concert, in which i was playing with the
Cheshire youth orchestra, his daughter Janet
was playing violin in the orchestra. John was
very encouraging about my playing and was
interested in my crystal mouthpiece at that
time, a lifetime’s interest in mouthpieces is one
of my most endearing memories of John.
Both Janet and i went on to study at
Chetham’s School of Music and i performed on
several occasions with Janet and kept in touch
with John. Later, whilst attending the rnCM, i
contacted John for some help with my playing,
and as a result i began the first of many trips
to his house in neston.
i spent many happy hours with John and his
wife Wendy, who was always referred to as
“Mum” by John, he then became known by his
Philharmonic colleagues as “Dad”!
after some time John invited me to come to
play in the rLPo next to him doubling the
second clarinet part in Beethoven’s 9th
Symphony, a memorable occasion as it was my
first professional gig.
i learned such an enormous amount from
sitting next to John in the many concerts we
gave together with the rLPo, and from friends
like Colin Pownall, then bass clarinettist with
the orchestra. Colin remained a close friend of
John and Wendy and was able to continue to
see them after John retired and left neston for
Manchester to be with Janet’s family, as Colin
moved to work with the BBC Philharmonic.
John’s enthusiasm for the clarinet never
ceased, both his son David and his grandson
oliver are very fine clarinettists, and for many
years John’s friendship with Mike Meyerowitz,
then principal clarinet of the BBC Concert
orchestra, led to many experiments with
mouthpieces, reeds, ligatures etc. i was
fortunate to have had the letters that went
between John and Mike over many years,
which showed how deeply they both cared
about the clarinet sound. any new versions of
mouthpieces being recorded and listened back
to as soon as they could.
John instilled in me the importance of
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listening to one’s playing, and we both shared
an interest in recording machines. on my last
visit to see John in hospital a few weeks ago,
he wanted to hear my recent performance of
the finzi Concerto on my latest recording
machine, along with looking at my latest
mouthpiece and clarinet. When i had become
the endorser for Leblanc clarinets, John was
one of the first to swap to the opus clarinets;
he subsequently passed them on to his
grandson oliver.
John was also a keen follower of cricket; he
sometimes had the radio on with an earpiece
listening to an important match, during the
less interesting rehearsals, and occasionally
shouting out when a wicket fell!
i have fond memories of a visit to Llangollen
with John and Wendy for another of his
passions, a journey on standard gauge railway,
where we both got to stand on the footplate of
the steam engine. Both John and Wendy were
most passionate about their family, and were
proud of all that they were achieving, when i
last spoke to John he was proudly telling me of
oliver’s success, currently playing clarinet
with the Philharmonia orchestra.
John and Wendy were married for over 50
years and when Wendy passed away a couple
of years ago John continued to have the same
enthusiasm for news on the clarinet in the
phone calls i had with him. Sadly his health
was too bad for him to visit my workshop in
Liverpool but he did enjoy seeing the photos of
the tools and machinery that i now use, he was
a great supporter of my new career direction
and of my clarinet playing. His advice was
often concluded with the sentence “Well, it is
better really you know” which i will truly miss
hearing.
there are many examples of John’s fine
clarinet playing to be heard on the many

recordings he made with the rLPo through
the years with Sir Charles Groves, tod Handley
and Libor Pešek, which i will continue to
treasure in the years to come. the clarinet
world has lost a true gentleman, i have never
heard anyone speak about Jf with anything
less than genuine affection and respect, rest in
peace my friend.
Andrew Roberts
Having passed my audition at the Birmingham
School of Music, i arrived for my first lesson
with John fuest in September 1967. He was
friendly enough, and explained that the first
piece he asked all new pupils to play was the
Concertino by Weber, as it was one which
contained a bit of all the various elements of
clarinet expression, from tone through to
speed and tonguing. there were four other
contemporaries studying with him at the time,
anne osborne, Colin Smith, tim Pegg and
roger tempest. John kindly praised each of us
for some good qualities as clarinettists,
though qualifying by saying that we all had
weaknesses as well, and a perfect player
would need to have the combined good
qualities of all of us! He said that my best
aspect was my quality of tone, but i know that
my obvious weakness was lack of speed - very
apparent in the fast passages of the
Concertino.
John was principal clarinet in the CBSo,
where he been for several years, and two
occasions of his playing stand out in my
memory, the first being his role in the
première of the Concerto for Orchestra by
thea Musgrave, when he was required to move
around the orchestra to play in different
places, which he did not enjoy, and seemed
rather grudging about any merits the piece
might have. i said i thought it had something
worthwhile, and he shrugged rather
ambiguously! the other occasion was a lunchtime concert on the radio he mentioned was
coming up, when he played the Mozart eb
Serenade for wind, a glorious piece, which i
had also played with wind ensemble there,
under the direction of frank Downes, the horn
player in the BBC Midland Light orchestra. i
managed to tune in on the day to hear it, and
all went well until the final movement, when
the speed was faster than any other
performance i have heard, and it started to
come apart at the seams about half way
through. When i mentioned this in my next
lesson, his only comment was: “Live
dangerously!”
in my second year he helped me find a
second pair of 1010s, which needed a lot more
air than my old emperor, and i got them only a
couple of weeks before my diploma, before i
was quite used to them, but somehow scraped
through the exam. in my final year, John
moved to Liverpool to be principal there, and
had to commute at first. andrew roberts has
covered this part of his career.
Richard Carder ■
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CLARINETFEST 2014 - BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA
30th July - 3rd August 2014

The Clarinettist as Entrepreneur
Report by Sarah Watts

the 2014 Clarinetfest was held at the
Louisiana State University in Baton rouge
and superbly hosted and directed by robert
DeLutis. in the summer 40 degree heat,
welcome golf buggies were on standby to
transport players and audience between the
music department where the majority of
concerts were held and the student union
block where the exhibition hall was. for a
Brit abroad, it was a unique experience to be
transported from the off campus hotel every
day to the university in an orange american
school bus!
the musical offerings were exciting and
full of variety and went from 8am to past
11pm. as with any Clarinetfest there was far
too much choice for one listener and there
were occasions where i had to make a tough
decision as to which performance i would
attend.
the opening evening saw D’addario (the
festival’s gold sponsor) present an evening
concert of concertos, with the ritz Chamber
orchestra playing the accompaniment role.
this evening included a performance of
Gerald finzi’s Clarinet Concerto with the
British star Julian Bliss who provided the
audience with what can only be described as
one of the highlights of the week. not only
was the concerto flawless in technique, but
Bliss gave a mature and astounding musical
interpretation. the second movement was
heart wrenching and the spoken
introduction by Bliss added to his ability to
communicate to the audience in a way that
enhanced the music that followed. Julian
Herve (principal clarinet of the rotterdam
Philharmonic orchestra) performed
Krzystof Penderecki’s Sinfonietta no. 2. this
was a stunning choice of music and one that
really gave the programme something
different and very special with hauntingly
beautiful high notes that truly showed a
master at work. Herve’s sound and control
is something that all enthusiasts need to
discover and appreciate. the evening
reached a truly splendid climax as a silver
sequinned dressed Julia Heinen came on to
the stage to perform Black Dog by Scott
Mcallister. Heinen is a wonder woman and
to watch her play with an astonishing
technique full of growls and barks was
something i have treasured for the rest of
the summer. this lady has balls - and i told
her so!
the thursday provided me with a
tempting recital of British music. i was
interested to see that a former British
winner of the CaSS clarinet competition
Jonathan Holden was performing William
Hurlstone’s Four Characteristic Pieces and
John ireland’s Fantasy Sonata. Holden who
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is now based in the USa has a good sound
and his playing was sparky and assured,
however i missed some of the British
warmth and heart that so much of the
english repertoire needs. the afternoon
programme included the Louisana State
University Woodwind trio and i was looking
forward to some chamber music with
clarinet, flute and bassoon. However i was
disappointed with poorly executed
performances of robert Mucyznski’s Duo for
flute and clarinet and Walter Piston’s Three
Pieces for trio. the performance of
Poulenc’s duo for clarinet and bassoon (a
piece that i am very close to) was also
lacking in interpretation, humour and
colour with too many basic errors. the
disappointment of this concert was more
than made up later in the afternoon by a
performance of Mozart’s Quintet for clarinet
and strings with Sean osborn taking to the
stage. Many players can play fast and
virtuosically, but to me true artistry
comes from the ability to play slow
melodies. osborn can certainly do this
and his interpretation of the ‘Larghetto’
was mesmerising - you could have
heard a pin drop with his quiet legato
playing in the recapitualtion; quite
simply just beautiful playing.
no trip to Lousiana would be
complete without new orleans Jazz and
a shrimp boil - another highlight of the
week. Doreen’s Jazz new orleans and
Jimmy ‘Swamp Dust’ Babin provided
both. Doreen J. Ketchen can surely only
be described as the ‘Mama’ of the

festival. What a sound, what a technique and
wow - she and her band could swing!
Combined with fresh shrimps, corn on the
cob, salad, stew and rice this was also an
evening to remember. after the meal, i just
managed to catch the end of ‘a night of Jazz’
with evan Christopher, Gregory agid, felix
Peikli and Harry Skolar back in the main
Union theatre. to have an evening’s
entertainment by some of new orleans’
finest clarinet ambassadors was
educational and inspirational.
a highlight of the friday was an early
afternoon concert of works with string
quartet. Sergio Bosi gave one of the most
musical performances of the Weber Quintet
that i have heard. it is easy to hear and see
why he is such a successful recording artist.
His technique, sound, intonation and
musicality are faultless. only one performer
can share a concert with such a player and
that was another italian favourite the bass
clarinettist rocco Parisi. it should be noted
that this was also the only chance to hear
the bass clarinet in the big theatre - it was a
shame that the bass clarinet was absent
from the evening gala concerts. Parisi
performed the première of a new work for
bass clarinet by arthur Gottschalk called
Capriccio Genovese which is a welcome new
work for this combination. then he did what
only rocco can do - Paganini! High, low, fast,
slow - the string quartet did a sterling job
keeping pace and the performance bought
the house down!
the friday evening gala event was
sponsored by Gold Sponsors Vandoren and
for me the highlights of the evening were by
Piero Vincenti from italy and Philippe Cuper
from france. Vincenti who hosted the 2013
event in assisi, italy, is a performer who just
makes the entire concert hall smile with his
playing. With an array of clarinets, his
italian passion and melodies were at the
centre of this engaging performer. Philippe
Cuper is a performer who just gets better
and better and it is just a sheer joy to listen
to him. His performance of the Cavalleria
Rusticana Fantasia, by Carlo Della Giacoma
was just jaw dropping. His mastery of the
instrument, ability to sing a melody through
the clarinet and his note count per second is
what every player dreams of - a true delight
to listen to.
Saturday was my own chance to play and i
would like to thank the audience who came
to show support as this really was the
afternoon for bass clarinet performances
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with some of my colleagues presenting
some stunning performances. around my
own recital i managed to listen to Stephan
Vermeersch who performed an interesting
and engaging programme. Vermeersch is
the worthy new european representative for
the iCa and performed duos with rocco
Parisi and richard nunemaker. richard
nunemaker who is truly a great master of
the bass clarinet teamed up with
Vermeersch for an engaging performance of
Marc Mellits’ Black for two clarinets.
Vermeersch finished his recital with his own
piece WE for bass clarinet and five desk bells
which was a fun piece and one i hope to
witness again. following on from
Vermeersch was another highlight of the
week - this time by Dutch clarinettist Celeste
Zewald who performed rudolf escher’s
Sonata for clarinet solo and Oriental
Reverie by alexander Glazunov for clarinet
and string quartet. Zewald’s control and
mastery of the clarinet is unquestionable
and her ability to communicate with her
audience made this performance a must see
event. i look forward to hearing more of her
playing in the future.
i was sorry to miss so many amazing
performances by so many friends and
colleagues. Some of the events that i had
wanted to go to, but other events or
rehearsals got in the way included
performances by Saurio Berti, Jonathan
Cohler and Stanley Drucker, eric Mandat
and robert Spring.
My chance to listen on the Sunday was
disrupted by a very welcoming invitation to
perform in the closing concert with the
professors’ choir, so an enjoyable hour was
spent rehearsing in a band room with
clarinet professors from the USa and
abroad. Between the rehearsal and the
concert i managed to listen to radovan
Cavallin Zerjal perform 11 per 1 in 1, by
Dubravko for solo clarinet and Barbara
Haney perform In a Deep Funk: Dance Set
for solo bass clarinet by Daniel Dorff. Both
players introducing me to two great works
with technically assured and characterful
performances. the final performance i saw
was a performance of Solo fur
melodieinstrument und Ruckkopplung.
Formschema III, by Stockhausen performed
by Jason alder. this was an incredibly rare
opportunity to hear this work that features
the use of live electronics. alder did an
amazing job considering the lack of set up
time and it was a privilege to have been in
the audience.
the convention ended for me sitting in a
section of more than 10 bass clarinets in the
Professors’ Choir. there is only one way to
finish a clarinet convention and that is with
the première of Souvenir of The Piano Man:
‘Granadilla Rhapsody’, by George Gershwin
and arranged by Guido Six. and yes by
ending with Gershwin the thinkable was
done - an entire clarinet choir playing the
famous Rhapsody in Blue glissando in
unison.
the 2015 Clarinetfest, will be held in
Madrid, 22nd – 26th July. ■
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THE THIRD LISBON INTERNATIONAL CLARINET
COMPETITION
the competition will take place in Lisbon from 30th March to 2nd april 2015 and is open to
clarinettists of any nationality no older than 35 years on 30th March 2015. the first prize is
1000 euro, a Buffet Crampon Prestige clarinet and a concert with the Lisbon Metropolitan
orchestra during the 2015/16 season with expenses for travelling and accommodation
covered. the second prize is 500 euro plus a professional model clarinet and the third prize a
professional model clarinet.
applications must be received by midday on 31st January 2015 with a video for the
eliminatory round of Poulenc’s Sonata for clarinet and piano, second movement and
Stravinsky’s Three Pieces for solo clarinet (second and third piece).
full details can be found on www.lisbonclarinetcompetition.org

BRITISH CLARINET ENSEMBLE - 20 YEARS OLD

2015 sees the twentieth anniversary of the formation of the British Clarinet ensemble. the
group has recorded three CDs, commissioned 12 new works for clarinet choir from British
composers and performed frequently in the UK and abroad. the ensemble is now
established as one of the nation’s leading clarinet choirs. the year will see a number of
performances both in the UK and abroad, a new commission from Stephen Mcneff and an
opportunity for clarinet players to attend a playday with BCe members that will explore
their repertoire. the playday takes place at Kingshott School in Hitchin on Sunday, 19th
april. for more information about the day see the diary section of this magazine.

MUSICAL DIRECTOR SOUGHT IN DARLINGTON
the Darlington Clarinet ensemble is seeking a new Musical Director to take over from John
MacKenzie. the DCe was formed over 30 years ago and meets fortnightly during term time
at the Hurworth Grange Community Centre near Darlington. information about the
ensemble can be found on their website www.darlingtonclarinetensemble.co.uk. for further
information telephone Mike frankton 01324 359415.

Superpads
for CLarinet
Only from www.woodwindco.com
eddieashton@woodwindco.com
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University School of Music, Cardiff
4th May 2014

Clarinet Convention 2014

Leslie Craven looks back as the 2015 event approaches
Seventy-five clarinettists attended this day
full of activities to choose from: concerts,
classes, workshops and clinics for reed and
mouthpiece problems and advice for
everything ‘clarinetty’ plus the Convention
clarinet choir conducted by joint course
leader Peter fielding. now well into its
second decade, the event was sponsored by
John Packer, Woodwind and Co., D’addario,
Vandoren (Barnes and Mullins), Clarinet and
Saxophone Society of Great Britain,
reedimensions, Hummingbird and
Maskarade, MarCa, Silverstein Works and
Gonzalez (Dawkes Music).
this year saw trio masterclasses for
clarinet, violin and piano and several works
were discussed including the Khachaturian
Clarinet trio, Stravinsky’s Soldier’s Tale trio
and a new trio by roma Cafolla. During
breaks, participants were intrigued by trying
new accessories and instruments from the
trade stands and new publications from the
various publishers.
the lunch hour concert was very exciting
and featured two completely different styles
of music. in the first part Leslie Craven with
virtuoso friends Lana trotovsek violin (of
recent solo success with Valery Gergiev and
the Mariinsky orchestra) and pianist yoko
Misumi, performed some of the newly
composed trio works of the music of roma
Cafolla to a rapturous reception. (the trios
performed were recorded recently by the
trio for a new double CD album available
from www.lesliecraven.co.uk and
www.romacafolla.co.uk ).
to contrast the wonderful romantic music
of Cafolla (sheet music available from
forton Music), robert Plane (principal
clarinettist BBC national orchestra of
Wales) played a brilliant rendition of the
challenging Boulez Domaines (from
numerous different positions, moving
around the concert hall from stand to stand)
followed by long and thoroughly deserved
enthusiastic applause.
along with giving a masterclass later in
the afternoon, Peter fielding also gave a
mini recital of new and not so new bass
clarinet repertoire to a highly appreciative
audience.
alistair Logan (author of Music@Site) took
many younger players through their paces
trying out new pieces or their exam pieces to
get more experience and coaching, some
playing with piano accompaniment for the
first time.
roma Cafolla, the resident composer for
the day from northern ireland, composed
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(just one month before the event) a new
piece called Irish Stew for clarinet choir
which featured many familiar irish tunes
intertwined in virtuoso fashion. the piece
was received with huge enthusiasm and
warm applause by the large audience at the
end of the evening (final) concert.
all in all the day was a huge success and
the convention is still going strong thanks to
the loyal supporters’ innovative ideas and
suggestions for the day’s activities (via
feedback) and the generous sponsorship
from the music industry represented.
The 2015 event will yet again feature
something completely new: classes and
performances of Klezmer clarinet and
doubling/tripling with London West end
show and studio doubling specialist, James

Mainwaring, himself a product of a Welsh
musical education, so a most fitting return
to Cardiff for James. Do join the Convention
and book early for this coming event on May
3rd as places are limited. all proceeds (after
costs and tutors/accompanists fees have
been met) have, for the last three years,
been donated to a prize fund for the
establishment of a clarinet prize for the
Cardiff University Music School. it is hoped
(with the addition of funds from this year) to
begin awarding a sustainable prize in 2016
and yearly thereafter as long as the
convention is in existence. ■

robert Plane (principal
clarinettist BBC national
orchestra of Wales) plays in
the choir

Leslie Craven, Lana
trotovsek and yoko Misumi in
full flight playing Moto
Perpetuo by Cafolla
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Lavant, West Sussex
June 2014

Mark Walton and the Band
from Down Under
Report by Stephanie Reeve
Mark Walton is a clarinet and saxophone
soloist, educator, composer, arranger and
leader of community music projects. equally
at home working with elite students or
beginner adults he has encouraged and
inspired countless musicians across the
planet. He has taught in the remotest parts
of australia, travelled to europe, the USa,
Japan and afghanistan and developed ways
of teaching across continents using Skype.
During June he was in england for an
important concert for the royal overseas
League as well as leading a week long
course for 40-odd antipodeans in Lavant,
West Sussex which was where Stephanie
reeve managed to catch up with him.
i had arrived on Wednesday 21st June in
time for lunch at a quintessentially British
scene, a village green bathed in sunshine,
looking forward to an afternoon of
rehearsal and the opportunity to meet Mark.
Several musicians were milling around and
inside i found Mark who immediately asked,
“Have you got your clarinet with you? Good.
you can play in this afternoon’s concert
then!” this caught me slightly off guard as i
hadn’t realised there was a performance and
having spotted the band in their smart black
t-shirts i pointed with concern to my jeans
and trainers. “oh don’t worry about that. it’ll
be fine.” the concert was a last minute
addition to the schedule and was due to take
place at the local primary school. Mark’s
welcoming chat and efficiency with sorting
out my music helped to put me at ease and
he quickly showed me the clarinet two pad
containing many arrangements of wellknown works alongside australian and
Maori traditional tunes immaculately
presented in smart folders. i then joined
Mark, Jo and several of the course
participants from both australia and new
Zealand to find out a little more about the
tour.
the band consisted of flutes, clarinets and
bass clarinets, alto, tenor and baritone
saxes, and a few brass players. the course
lasted for the whole week with daily
rehearsals at Lavant Hall culminating in
two evening concerts at the end of the week.
the Band from Down Under played with
Petworth town Band on the friday and adur
Concert Band on Saturday. While all the
players knew Mark and Jo from various
activities and courses, the Saturday morning
was the first time they had all played
together. Players from australia, new
Zealand, Canada and the UK met for that
first rehearsal and were giving their first
performance at Lavant fête that afternoon!

it was here that they saw maypole dancers
from Lavant Church of england Primary
School and Mark, never one to miss an
opportunity, offered the band to give a
performance at the school during the week.
the head teacher was delighted and a time
was arranged for the Wednesday afternoon
which coincided with my visit. i was
honoured to be involved as i was able to see
first-hand how Mark interacts with his
audience and his players. Wearing smart
Band from Down Under t-shirts (the
reverse read Banned from Down Under) the
group gave an hour long performance to the
pupils. the programme featured several of
the band’s favourite pieces and Mark
performed two pieces as a soloist as well as
keeping the children involved in the
performance by asking them questions and
explaining some of the differences between
english and aussie life. Children were able
to ask questions, all answered by Mark with
a high level of enthusiasm and humour.
Several band members were invited to tell
the pupils a little about where they lived.
Clarinettist Cookie lives on a farm that
covers a vast area. She was asked how big
the snakes were around Lavant before
stretching her arms out as wide as possible,
demonstrating how australian snakes can
be “this long”, and why you need a fence
around the house to keep them out.
no time for relaxation as it was back to
the village hall for the next rehearsal where
the focus returned to music for the next
concert which was with the Petworth town
Band. rehearsals were relaxed but with a
serious aim and players were comfortable in
querying points within the music which
Mark answered clearly, ensuring all had
understood. there was some serious ground
covered here but at the same time the

enjoyment poured out and the band left
refreshed rather than exhausted.
i asked Mark where this particular idea
for a course had come from. “i put the idea
up quite a few years ago” says Mark, “and we
were so overwhelmed with people that we
got scared and cancelled that one.”
eventually the idea came up again and when
Mark and Jo finally accepted how much
work it would be they sent a note out at 8am
one Sunday morning. “By 8:10 we had the
first person saying yes and by the end of the
weekend we had 45 people who said they
were going to come and just about all of
those did. Some had to drop out for various
reasons but other people joined in so it was
just an amazing thing to come from the
other side of the world.” the choice of West
Sussex as a base was an easy one. Having
lived in Haslemere for nine years Mark and
Jo knew the area well and Jo still has family
here. “it’s an expensive thing but they can’t
get enough of playing and being together.
We’re all such good friends but at the same
time because we live in two countries to see
our new Zealand people mixing with our
australian people and to have my sister-inlaw and her husband from Canada is
amazing.”
the commitment to a project like this is
huge and i ask if this is currently Mark’s
main work. “at the moment it is a bit of
everything, i’m very much a freelancer and i
have students in many different places so a
variety and i’m my own boss. every day
teaching is up and down. obviously i love
teaching but some days can be shockers and
next time you go they can be just wonderful,
you never actually quite know when it’s
going to be a shock or when it’s going to be
wonderful! But i certainly teach a complete
range of students from very advanced
students who would be elite students
anywhere to adults who are trying to
remember where f sharp is!”
one of Mark’s great passions is that it is
never too late to learn and he is committed
to encouraging learners of all ages. “it’s
great to provide an opportunity for them to
play together and socialise and i think that
this is a really huge growth area because
many people learn as kids and then they
give it up. they think the thought of playing
again is appealing if there is somewhere that
they can play with a group and i think that

where people take the trouble to encourage
adults they get very enthusiastic pockets of
adult groups around. i think the ideal group
is when you’ve got adults and young people
together as it is a lovely situation when
generations blend together. in our group
today we’ve got a grandmother and two
teenage grandchildren so that’s a nice
thing.” Many of Mark and Jo’s adult learners
have contributed to an e-book Notes of
Discovery which is a fascinating collection of
vignettes written by the many players who
have taken up instruments and must have
been taught, guided or motivated by Mark at
some point along the way. almost all
mention the enthusiasm and
encouragement given by Mark and Jo at
some stage in their learning.
the vastness of australia has guided Mark
on one of his earlier missions, how to get
more music education into the remote
communities. “it was always my concern
what on earth all the music graduates from
music colleges were going to do” explains
Mark, “and i feel strongly that music
colleges don’t think enough about actually
what happens to their students in the end. if
they did then they should modify their
courses so that they actually turn out
people who are capable of playing
exquisitely but also capable of being happy,
being able to cope in the real world. a lot of
emphasis is put on orchestral excerpts and
things like that that are actually pretty
esoteric for what most actual graduates end
up doing and i think that my grand plan
when i was at the Conservatorium in Sydney
was to actually try and earmark students
who were not the most high achieving and
train them up so that they were capable of
teaching a range of instruments in remote
situations and demonstrating how much
they were going to be appreciated by the
community. the fact is that they could
create ensembles and support the town
band and so on, and those things just
seemed to make sense. it’s a very different
situation in australia than it is here and in
new Zealand because in australia we’re
talking about such vast distances and also
not only about placing them in regional and
more outback areas but trying to link them
together so that they don’t feel as though
they are lost to the world, which is very
important.”
With a life as packed as this a book is
inevitable, and as well as the Notes of
Discovery there is Teacher Talk, an amusing
guide for teachers and pupils, and Mark’s
own autobiography How Did That Happen?
which tells the tale of Mark’s life growing up
in Christchurch, family closeness, desire to
study with players such as Stanley Drucker,
travels around the world, meeting Jo in
South africa and to his current life spread
over two countries. Mark’s energy is
apparent the whole way through and this is
definitely a recommended read as there is
too much to sum up in a short feature such
as this. the book is now sold to raise funds
for the Christchurch School of Music which
was devastated in the earthquake of 2011.
“it’s interesting because i did start to write a

Band from Down Under Photo: Jill Leemen
book in aid of the school of music and if the
earthquake had happened first i wouldn’t
have written the book because the first
chapters really are about growing up in
Christchurch and that aspect of
Christchurch has now disappeared. the
devastation in Christchurch is just colossal.
the CSM was this beautiful four storey brick
old convent and during the second
earthquake it was so badly damaged it had
to be demolished soon afterwards. on that
day staircases collapsed, internal brick
walls fell down. it was so violent. there were
90 quakes that day in february and i was
supposed to be in the music school but lucky
circumstances meant that i wasn’t. i don’t
work for the music school any more, i’d
stopped before the earthquake, but i was
still involved in the fund-raising so it’s just
an amazing thing. i had instruments in my
studio, my alto and tenor saxophone, which i
thought i was never going to see again but
someone did get into the building and
retrieved things. i thought if they hadn’t
been crushed already they were going to be
crushed by the bulldozers and wrecking
crew. Suddenly i had them back and they
were playing music, a revival from the
dead!”
Mark’s current clarinets are yamahas.
Having moved through Buffet and Selmer
instruments Mark now plays on the new
yamaha CSG Series 3 clarinets. “i had a
problem in a concert with a clarinet and
someone lent me a yamaha clarinet from
the audience and i thought ‘i love this
clarinet’. i bought one two days later and
i’ve been playing on yamaha clarinets ever
since. and i’m an absolute convert. i just
love them and the new CSG clarinet which is
quite a different sort of clarinet for me has
taken some getting used to but i really like
it. i’m an unusual player because i play on
crystal mouthpieces. i don’t like new crystal
mouthpieces so they have all been bought
second hand. So i play on Vandoren 3 reeds
and this beautiful crystal mouthpiece which
i just love.”
We move on to talk about Sunday’s
concert and i ask about practice and how is
Mark preparing for the concert. “yesterday i
did some practice. i’ve got all my music and
this evening i shall find a corner, maybe
outside, and i shall practise the gnarlier bits
of Paul Harris’s music! He writes very hard

music for the clarinet so i’m playing a piece
by him called Swiftly which doesn’t fall
under the fingers. no matter how many
hours practice i do i’ve still got to practise it
again. i tend to do lots of practice during
holiday time when i can get away from
things and i love to practise. i’ve got a
garden shed in new Zealand where i go. it’s
a very deluxe garden shed and i go there and
that’s my favourite time of the year when i’m
in there.”
this particular project began on a
previous trip to england when Mark went
music shopping to replace music he had lent
to his australian pupils and not had
returned. Back in his studio he realised there
was a huge amount of repertoire he had
never played so he booked time with pianist
David Miller to try out various pieces. the
only time they both had available was 7am!
Some music went onto the enjoyed-playagain pile while some onto the never-to-beseen-again pile. from that they worked out
a way of sifting through the enjoyable pile
and discovered a considerable amount of
english music. over the next few months
Mark contacted composers for new works
and put together an ambitious programme
to be performed at overseas House. (Mark
was a Gold Medallist in the 1978 roSL Music
Competition.) nicholas Cox’s review last
issue gives a full account of what was a very
special event. each composer was able to
say a few words about their particular piece
and the warmth that they spoke with was
touching. Mark clearly knows all of the
composers personally, another lovely touch
to the significance of the event. for me it was
lovely to see so many of the Lavant course
members showing their continued support
for Mark before they headed back home.
following the tour many of the players
flew back down under while others used
their time in europe to see family, friends or
to visit previously undiscovered areas. Mark
and Jo had lunch in Paris, and then had a
few days in Scotland before they headed
back to prepare for a course in Broken Hill.
it may be a while before they return but we
look forward to their visit which will no
doubt be as eventful as this one!
Mark’s CD Clarinet Hidden Treasures
from England is available from
www.markwalton.com.au ■

Mark Walton Welcome
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Malvern Priory, Worcestershire
9th - 16th August 2014

Malvern Winds Chamber
Music Course
Report by Julia Middleton

Sarah Watts and Laurence Perkins after
their performance in Malvern Priory
Photo: Mike Bell www.discovered-light.co.uk

Course leaders/tutors: Sarah Watts,
Laurence Perkins
Tutors: Anneke Scott, Roy Carter, Dana
Morgan, John Flinders
Malcolm arnold once stated: ‘Music is the
social act of communication among people,
a gesture of friendship, the strongest there
is’. How true this was during an intense and
challenging week of chamber music making
at Malvern College under the expert, energy
fuelled, inspired and patient guidance of our
team of tutors. the central message was
listen! a bassoonist summed up his
experience with: “it strikes me that chamber
music is the ultimate in adult responsibility;
we are at times peers, leaders, followers,
soloists and accompaniment”. Having been
a jazz musician in a previous life i was
obviously well-versed in the art of listening,
but oh so different when one has to follow a
very precise, intricate score and attempt to
make accurate entries at the correct
dynamic and tempo.
each day started with a warm-up, led by
different tutors ranging from roy Carter
emphasising the importance of tuning,
intonation and sound quality, with some
relevant group exercises, to instructive
breathing exercises, light-hearted rhythm
games, and tongue twisters with the ever
smiley and effervescent Dana Morgan. We
also enjoyed confidently led and
entertaining physical and rhythmic starters
with Sarah and anneke, and a very thought
provoking session with Laurence focusing
on resonance, tone development and
practice at different dynamics. these
sessions moved seamlessly into either
instrumental sessions or one of our prearranged chamber groups each morning
and certainly blew any cobwebs away! Sarah
and Laurence chose an extraordinarily wide
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range of music for us to play, which
thankfully was sent to us in advance! always
a sucker for a challenge, i agreed to play the
unfamiliar C clarinet in the Strauss Sonatina
for 16 wind instruments. this kept me out of
mischief for several weeks, along with the
score for the eclectic and contemporary
Figures in the Garden by Jonathan Dove.
these pieces formed the substance of my
two tutor groups for the week and it was a
joy to feel the pieces evolving, my peers and
i getting to know each other (and the
music!), relax, and most importantly to gain
experience in ensemble playing at a high
level. We were all challenged, and it was the
sheer energy, passion, patience, dedication
and talent of the tutors that made these
sessions so inspiring.
instrumental sessions were also a
highlight for everyone, learning from
experts was a great boost for my own
playing as well as my own teaching. Sarah’s
teaching style was relaxed, gentle,
informative, compassionate and focused.
our piece for the week was the relatively
unknown but beautiful Strauss Romanze
which served as a perfect springboard for
discussion of warm-ups linked to the tune,
interpretation suited to the context and
style, and relevant technical issues.
Performing the piece to our peers with John
flinders at the piano was a real treat, not
only was it extremely useful to get feedback
from all, but John also gave us tips to think
about from an accompanist’s point of view.
Working on note production, harmonics and
multiphonics, linked to altissimo register
also gave us much to ponder and of course
practise!
the pre-supper ‘Magic Hours’ forum
could be renamed ‘Spectacular Hours’ and
they were a highlight for me, and a great
chance after such focused playing to sit,

relax, enjoy and learn! anneke’s masterful
horn recital with Steven Devine opened us
up to the enormous variation of timbres the
horn can produce, as well as the varied
repertoire – Gallay, Danzi and Schubert
songs arranged for the instrument. anneke
also shared her passion and knowledge of
period horns, as well as the development of
the french horn which was new territory for
me. Sarah, equally, displayed her virtuosity
and opened our eyes and ears by explaining
the background, structure and performance
directions to Domaines by Pierre Boulez. a
stunning and captivating performance
showed her mastery of the clarinet and
techniques such as flutter tongue, tonal
range, varied sound palettes and rhythmic
intensity used to create effects such as
suspense, surprise and intrigue. the final
‘Magic Hour’ was both touching and
fascinating as the tutors had given
themselves the tricky task of choosing one
piece of music with a personal significance
to share with us, which varied from Pat
Metheny to fritz Kreisler! and finally the
concerts! Cuillin Sound (Sarah Watts bass
clarinet, Dana Morgan flute and Laurence
Perkins bassoon) gave us an extraordinary
visual, musical and historical feast.
fabulous arrangements of Scottish folk
tunes in the first half led beautifully into
Distant Lands, a Hebridean Journey where
more traditional tunes were played
alongside vintage documentaries of life in
the Highlands, the result of many hours of
skilled work by Laurence Perkins. the effect
was quite mesmerising and at times moving;
a soaring flute symbolising beautiful
landscapes, rhythmic segments as the
island women worked hard at waulking and
at other moments humorous (Sarah’s
chatting bass clarinet!). this performance
was thoroughly original and spectacular
and will remain with me for a long time, as
will the tutor concert in Malvern Priory also
featuring anneke Scott, roy Carter and John
flinders. again, the performers displayed
total mastery of their art providing us with a
rich variety of music and styles and
demonstrating what they had been teaching
us all week! the last day of the course was
our chance to shine and make the tutors
proud, which i believe we did! each tutor
group performed their pieces from the week
and at times it was very hard to believe this
was a course for amateurs, the level of
playing was outstanding given the intricacy
of the repertoire which included classical,
baroque, contemporary, english music and
eastern european folk dances. Despite being
nervous (tutors included i reckon!) we were
all delighted to show what we had learnt,
and to bring us all together the culmination
of the day was to perform Laurence’s
arrangement of tallis’ Spem in Alium for
winds, creating a 16th century surround
sound effect. Quite an experience for both
performers and audience and the perfect
way to end such a memorable week!
Next course dates: 8-15th August 2015
www.cuillinsoundmusic.co.uk ■
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CD REVIEWS
SAXOPHONE
PARKER’S MOOD
Various Charlie Parker Groups 1947-49
Frémeaux et Associés, 3-CD set, FA 1335
this set makes up
Volume 5 of alain
tercinet’s
important
chronological
library of the bop
altoist’s (so far
recoverable)
works. reviews of
Volumes 1 – 4 plus
6 and 7 have previously appeared in this
magazine and my guess is that there are
probably two or three more to come. none of
the seven 3-CD sets make easy background
listening – they, and their constantly topquality discographical notes, are designed
for players or musicologists wishing to get to
grips with the development of Charlie’s
innovative and enormously influential style.
typically material from studio recording
sessions, in this set principally from the
‘Savoy’ period, contain false starts, aborted
takes and alternative takes. Material from
radio transcriptions, in this case from the
new york City nightclub the royal roost
(nicknamed the Metropolitan Bopera
House!), contains radio announcements and
inputs from supporting musicians far less
talented than Parker or indeed less favoured
by the recording engineers.
nevertheless over more than three hours
of music, Charlie’s work here is magnificent,
every version of every multi-take is different,
his range of improvisational ideas is endless,
no matter what the underlying chord
sequence (examples Slow Boat to China,
White Christmas) and in my opinion the
tracks document some of his very best
playing.
after two rather odd tracks with neal
Hefti’s orchestra and its rhythm section
(Repetition and The Bird) all but three more
in the 30 track CD 1 content are devoted to
Savoy takes of the Charlie Parker all Stars
(Miles Davis, Duke Jordan or John Lewis,
tommy Potter and Max roach). numbers
include Another Hair Do, Bluebird,
Klaunstance and Bird Gets the Worm. the
three item balance is made up of 52nd Street
Theme and Koko from a royal roost
transcription and Drifting on a Reed from a
private recording.
the second CD again featuring the all
Stars (John Lewis or al Haig on piano) mix
Perhaps, Marmaduke, Steeplechase and
Merry-go-round from the Savoy Studios with
probably Miles Davis’s last gig with the all
Stars playing nine excellent numbers at the
roost on 11th December 1948, marred only
by banal announcements from Symphony
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Sid.
the final CD opens with two weird tracks of
Charlie playing with Machito’s afro-Cuban
orchestra. the moment Charlie starts
playing each piece is transformed, when he’s
finished its like someone has switched all the
lights out. 10 transcription tracks now follow
(again the roost) from a ‘new’ all Stars line
up with Kenny Dorham in the Davis chair.
they’re playing on the evenings of Christmas
Day/new year’s Day 1948-49 and clearly
Kenny’s on a learning curve with Charlie
counting off a couple of numbers around
260-280 crotchets per minute! Sid gets in the
way a little but the alto playing is fluent.
finally the set closes out with the 1949
Metronome (magazine poll) all Stars (Dizzy,
fats, Miles, JJ/Kai, Buddy Defranco, CP,
Charlie Ventura etc.) playing both 78rpm and
longer 45rpm takes of Overtime and Victory
Ball.
Kenneth Morris

FOUR CLASSIC
ALBUMS PLUS
Buddy DeFranco (clarinet) quartets/quintet
2-CD Set AVID JAZZ AMSC 1135
for any lover of
modern jazz
clarinet playing
(‘bop’ style) this
has to be the
bargain of the year.
Buddy displays his
formidable
technique and
improvisation
abilities as well here as on any of his original
UK issued (MGM) shellac 10” platters, 45 rpm
ePs or early CDs, now very scarce. the aViD
set contains all of the contents of four LPs:
Buddy DeFranco (1952), The Artistry of
Buddy DeFranco (1954), Mr. Clarinet (1953)
and Pretty Moods (1954) plus two tracks
from Jazz Tones (1954). the whole providing
two hours and 38 minutes and an
unbelievable 33 fantastic solos! not a single
bad track.
Buddy virtually rescued the (soprano)
clarinet from modern jazz oblivion providing
the platform from which eddie Daniels in the
US, rolf Kuhn in Germany and Vic ash, alan
Barnes, Pete Long and Julian Marc Stringle
in the UK have maintained the presence of
blackwood in the brass modern jazz jungle.
it takes only a single solo to get a feel for
Buddy’s trademark sound. He delivers a very
even fully rounded tone whatever the
register. His articulation viciously (there’s no
other word for it!) drives the entire
performance – uncanny. and the fluidity of
his playing, all the ‘changes’ over any range
and up to crochet 240 are truly remarkable.
the majority of the material comes from
The Great American Song Book (Gershwin,
Kern, young, romberg, Mercer etc.) but there
is a sprinkling of originals and the

supporting musicians (nearly all in piano,
bass and drums format) displaying a honed
performance of good quality ‘head’
arrangements.
as a clarinet ‘geek’ i rate all tracks as very
good indeed but many are outstanding: Get
Happy, Lover Come Back to Me, Carioca,
Sophisticated Lady, Titoro, You Go to my
Head, Mine, Buddy’s Blues. there are fast
numbers, ballads, blues and Latin-american
pieces. Something for everyone. a monster
record from a monster musician - very
strongly recommended.
Kenneth Morris

EUROPEAN COOL JAZZ
1951-59
Various Groups - 2 CD Set
Frémeaux et Associés FA 5428
another
fascinating set put
together by alain
tercinet (the
producer of The
Complete Charlie
Parker series
currently under
progressive review
for this magazine)
on behalf of frémeaux based in Paris. on this
occasion we have no less than 42 different
groups spread across 46 tracks with a total
playing time of over two and a half hours.
Disc one is devoted to french aggregations,
rarely bigger than an octet, all recorded in
Paris and graced by a sprinkling of american
visitors plus, on one track, Don rendell. Disc
two carries similar sized groups from
Scandinavia, Germany, austria, italy, the
netherlands and Great Britain. as most of
the tracks were originally produced in 78
rpm shellac record format the average
length is under three minutes which does not
give the improvisers much time to stretch
their legs. However, the album is supported
by the usual very high quality discographical
data and notes (alain again) in english as
well as french.
With such an enormous variety of content,
and this being a single reed oriented journal,
i hope you will excuse my concentration on
the many saxophonists and the single (but
glorious) clarinettist appearing in alain’s
selection. But firstly an explanation of
context. During the period 1947 -1955 both
french and english jazz musicians had found
work in the commercial dance bands on the
newly re-introduced luxury liners plying the
atlantic. With 24 hours off duty in new york
many headed for the 52nd Street jazz club
scene where Charlie Parker, Dizzy Gillespie
and their cohorts were busily developing the
‘bebop’ style. on return to Paris and other
european capitals they were anxious to
replicate this new way of playing and scoring
small combos for their domestic audiences.
in the same period american arrangers, in
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particular Gerry Mulligan, Gil evans and
Lennie tristano were writing innovative and
challenging bop influenced charts for US
musicians whose subsequent records and
visits fired up the ambitions of the artists
now captured on these two discs.
Disc one contains numerous good solos
from: tenorists andre ross, Bobby Jaspar
(very Getz-like), Don rendell, Jean-Claude
fohrenbach, Barney Wilen, Jean-Louis
Choutemps and alan eager; baritone saxists
armand Migiani, William Boucaya and Jay
Cameron. a splendid number of arrangers
are credited, andre Hodeir, Christian
Chevalier, Bobby Jaspar, francy Boland,
Pierre Michelot, Henri renaud and Martial
Solal. all show distinct homage to Gil evans
and/or Gerry Mulligan!
Disc two features altoists Bo Magnussen,
arne Domnerus, Lee Konitz and emil
Mangelsdorff, tenorists Hans Koller, Carl
Henrik norin, rolf Billberg, Gianni Basso and
toon van Vliet, baritonists Lars Gullin, rune
falk and Willi Sanner. on no account must i
miss out an excellent clarinet solo by Putte
Wickman in Meatballs by the Bengt Hallberg
ensemble. in 1954 Wickman was playing
superb bop clarinet, one of very few to
master the technique. arrangers involved
include Bengt, Joe Zawinul and John
Dankworth which leads me to the final five
tracks, all British and all good. the
Dankworth 7, Vic Lewis’s new Music, the
ronnie Scott Jazz Group, the Don rendell
Sextet and Johnny Keating and his all Stars
featuring: Don, John Dankworth, ronnies
Chamberlain/Scott and ross, Derek Humble
and tommy Whittle.
in summary, 46 flashes of nostalgic
saxophony as european jazzers get to grips
with the stylistic legacies of Charlie Parker,
the Miles Davis nonet and Lennie tristano.
Kenneth Morris

SYNAESTHESIA
Todd Oxford (alto and soprano saxophone)
Equilibrium Records EQ106
www.equilbri.com
todd hails from
USa where he is
assistant Professor
of Saxophone and
Chamber Music at
texas State
University and also
an extremely gifted
touring performer
this 67 minute
2014 production carries an interesting and
eclectic mixture of modern light classical
writing in a wide variety of styles from
composers located all over the planet.
Whilst todd delivers a consistently awesome
technique (albeit with a fairly pronounced
vibrato) not all of the writing matches his
standard – nevertheless there are some fine
recital pieces here and the overall
programme has a good balance.
the opening track, Synaesthesia for alto
and piano, sports a light, bright romp from
its composer aaron Carter-enyi who also
provides track eight Elision a not too
dissimilar duo exercise. next up is a strange
item from the norwegian frode fjellheim,
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composer of the title song of the Disney
blockbuster Frozen who supplies Night Yoik
with an attractive theme for sop sax and
women’s chorus. Transformations 1 a
beautiful rhapsodic piece (and a later Nas-T a party piece for solo alto, choc full of
altissimo fireworks, slap tonguing and all
sorts of virtuoso noises) originate from the
arkansan composer Brian rhodes.
the three movement The Miraculous Tale
from Halim-el-Dabh is scored for alto and
derabucca, a sort of ‘as-you-go tunable’
bongo drum. Plenty of contrast between the
movements ‘Lightening’ (dance-like),
‘tenderness’ (contemplative) and
‘Stratosphere’ (again dance-like). Quaint but
forgettable, mainly because of odd squeaks
and growls interpolated into the opening and
closing movements. another odd item Tales
from another Time from David Schnyder for
sop sax and bass trombone has a strong
klezmer feel.
two pieces of 10 and 19 minute length
respectively complete this recital with
aplomb. they are Fantasy from the
franco/italian armando Ghidoni a splendid
ballad theme and variations for alto and
piano properly showing-off the capability of
the single reed instrument and its owner.
Winds of Time from David Heckendorn (a US
based music educator/polymath) couples
todd on alto with the texas State University
Wind Symphony. i felt that this three
movement composition was easily the best
item on the CD, a modern but fully accessible
work with gorgeous voicing from the
orchestra throughout. all-in-all an
interesting addition to the recorded
saxophone repertoire.
Kenneth Morris

THE CRUX
Tommy Andrews (alto saxophone and
clarinet) with his quintet
Jellymould Jazz JM-JJ015
www.jellymouldjazz.net
tommy andrews, a
2010 graduate of
the Guildhall
School of Music, is
joined by guitarist
nick CostleyWhite, pianist rick
Simpson, bassist
Dave Mannington
and drummer Dave
Hamblett to deliver seven of his own
compositions in what i would describe as a
very ‘British’ modern jazz style. Whereas i
find the recent US modern jazz efforts, e.g.
Steve Coleman’s M-Base, totally
inaccessible, tommy’s is at least accessible
but not so far as to supply memorable
themes, novel harmonies/fertile chord
sequences, interesting structure or
breathtaking improvisation.
Clearly a great deal of effort has gone into
the making of this 49 minute CD (see
tommy’s website: www.tommyandrews.co.uk) – all of the instrumentalists
are on top form and in places the
compositions generate exciting climaxes and
stimulating atmospheres but i found most
tracks disappointing in one way or another.

Dave Hamblett is no doubt influenced by
tony Williams and Jack DeJohnette, but does
he have to play as loudly as both at the same
time? tommy’s, rick’s and nick’s solos are
excellent but there are too many instances of
counter improvisation from elsewhere in the
group. two tracks have quite strange sudden
ends.
Whilst tommy is listed as playing alto and
clarinet the latter instrument is very little in
evidence. With a quarterly magazine (like
Clarinet and Saxophone) reviewers
sometimes have the opportunity of reading
other critics’ thoughts before putting their
‘pen-to-paper’. in this case i did see at least
five. i believe mine to be the most honest.
Kenneth Morris

MAGIC 101
Frank Wess (tenor saxophone)
IPO Recordings Inc. IPOC 1023
www.iporecordings.com
this exquisite
recording, largely
of tunes from The
Great American
Song Book, was
made at a nyC
studio during 2011
by a true master of
the tenor in his
89th year. frank
sadly died in october 2013 but at the time of
this session his solos yielded an effortless
stream of inventive improvisation drenched
in musicality. His style, heavily influenced by
Lester young, Coleman Hawkins and perhaps
a little by Johnny Hodges, is very easy on the
ear, slightly boppish but nothing to frighten
the horses and a splendid role model for
students of jazz improvisation. His feeling for
the ‘changes’ is exemplary and absolutely
sure-footed even when playing in the two
duo tracks (Pretty Lady and Come Rain or
Come Shine with piano) and the final
completely unaccompanied solo exit track
(ellington’s All Too Soon).
the two piano duets and four standards
(Say It Wasn’t So, The Very Thought of You,
Easy Living and Blue Monk) are fortified by
the amazing piano playing of Kenny Barron –
another absolute master of the 60s/90s style
so effectively provided for others such as
Stan Getz. equally high quality support is
tastefully delivered by Kenny Davis on bass
and Winard Harper on drums.
it is very rare indeed to hear recently
produced jazz recordings of such high
performance quality. i can unreservedly
recommend this CD to any saxophone player
with a penchant for jazz.
Biographical note: frank Wess had, from
the end of the Second World War, a virtually
continuous record of first rank roles as a
lead altoist, world-class jazz flautist,
composer and arranger as well as a tenorist.
He appeared with the orchestras of Billy
eckstine, eddie Heywood, Lucky Millinder
and Count Basie. His recording career was
prolific with dozens of groups across a score
or more labels.
Kenneth Morris
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LA DANZA
Sirocco Saxophone Quartet
£11.99 direct from www.siroccosax.co.uk
on their debut CD
the Sirocco
Saxophone Quartet
have shown
themselves fully
capable of the kind
of finesse and
musical incision
typically associated
with top string quartets, not saxophone
ensembles. their crisp, well-balanced
sound, together with an attractive
programme of music, make this a release
that will appeal to a wide audience. Keeping
a quartet together beyond college is a
challenge on many levels, and this
recording is an example of what can happen
when a good student and then graduate
ensemble makes the transformation into a
top professional one. Credit must also go to
producer thilo Schaller, who has captured
Sirocco to their full advantage.
the disc opens with a selection from ferenc
farkas’s (1905-2000) Old Hungarian
Dances. Despite the title, do not expect
anything in the way of Béla Bartók’s fleshand-blood approach to folk material from
these highly manicured neoclassical
vignettes. these are a wonderful vehicle for
Sirocco’s refined sound, which combines
warmth and sparkling clarity. throughout
the disc the quartet show that they have a
very clear idea of how they want to sound
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and what they want to achieve with each
composition. Sometimes, however, they are
guilty of forcing things a little. on several
occasions during the farkas they choose to
foreground virtuoso figures that would have
been better left as delicate
accompaniments to the ultimately more
interesting melodic substance.
Matthew Curtis (b.1959) is one of British
light music’s great melody writers, and this
is in evidence throughout his Klezmer
Triptych. Despite this, and notwithstanding
Sirocco’s skilful playing, the first two
movements lack the depth and ambiguity of
feeling that characterises klezmer. the
work doesn’t truly come to life until the
third and final theme of ‘freylacher Bulgar’,
where soprano saxophonist Michaela
Stapleton’s shimmering timbre and
dynamic control in the upper registers is
used to full effect.
astor Piazzolla’s (1921-1992) brooding
Milonga del Angel is the most sustained
work on the disc, and each instrument is
given the chance to shine, solo fragments
blossoming and then slipping back into
perfectly weighted ensemble passages.
Sirocco revel in Piazzolla’s musical
understatement, resisting the kind of
musical histrionics that so often reduce his
music to melodrama.
Leonard Bernstein’s (1918-1990) West
Side Story is a popular choice among
saxophone quartets, and in this
arrangement Sirocco is joined by Stephan

Steinhoff on percussion. the opening ‘i feel
Pretty’ feels a little lacking in the vivacity of
the best vocal recordings, and to my taste is
more than a little on the fast side. However,
Sirocco’s lightness of touch and precise
articulation is perfectly suited to ‘Scherzo’
and ‘Cha Cha’, and in ‘Gee, officer Krupke’
they achieve a satisfyingly fat big band
sound.
the disc closes with igor Lunder’s
(b.1969) Charleston, which shows Sirocco
playing with a hard-edged contemporary
sound, proof that they are able to tackle any
idiom with authority and panache.
Sirocco is that rare thing, a chamber
ensemble with a distinctive sound that
know exactly how they want to play a piece
of music and have the ability to execute it.
one minor quibble is that for a CD so
obviously programmed with a lay audience
in mind, it seems strange to list composers
as obscure as farkas, Curtis and Lunder by
last name only. i look forward to hearing
Sirocco tackle some major repertoire in
future releases.
William Upton
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CLARINET
TIMELESS SHADES
SCAW – Sarah Watts (bass clarinet), Antony
Clare (piano)
CUILL1002 double CD
www.scawduo.com
Bass clarinets are
on a roll around
the world, it
seems. the latest
edition of the iCa
magazine, The
Clarinet, is
dedicated to the
instrument, and it
contains reports
from far and wide about the burgeoning life
of bass clarinets, bass clarinet players and
bass clarinet repertoire. at the forefront in
the UK is the indefatigable Sarah Watts
whose CD Timeless Shades presents a
generous 80 minutes or so on two CDs of
works by composers British by birth or
adoption. She is joined by pianist antony
Clare in a programme of duo works, plus
one solo bass item.
Starting with highly energetic and
colourful fragmentary exchanges thrown
between the two instruments, Piers
Hellawell’s Minnesang moves towards a
peaceful coda with evocative multiphonics
and resonant registral extremes from both
instruments. a satisfying opening to the
disc. George nicholson’s intimate Darkness
Visible is written in memory of alan Hacker,
and is ‘a study in darkness and shade’ with
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shafts of light coming out of bass
multiphonics and piano harmonics.
nicholson quotes from Milton’s Paradise
Lost
‘… on all sides round
as one great furnace flamed, yet from
those flames
no light but rather darkness visible
Served only to discover sights of woe…’
as a beautiful summing up of the paradox of
the title.
elizabeth Winters’ Ding Dong Bell looks at
the ‘often rather disturbing backgrounds
behind children’s nursery rhymes’. the
three continuous movements each has a
starting point of a different rhyme cleverly
embedded in the generally dark texture.
Those sweet, sweet melodies written in 1986
by Graham fitkin sets a strong and jagged
bass clarinet line against a percussive
driving piano. the occasional resting points
are launch pads for the next episode in a
taut five-and-a-half minutes of fitkinesque
high energy.
the final item on disc one, being for solo
bass, allows the performer a welcome
freedom of approach, and thomas Simaku’s
Soliloquy IV benefits from a committed, at
times beefy, performance, that projects a
variety of avante-gardey material in a most
assured manner.
Disc two opens with Stephen Davismoon’s
Timeless Shades of Green, offering a change
of pace with contemplative multiphonics
and short expressive phrases reflected on by
a supportive piano that seems to encircle
the bass with sparse music in its extreme
registers.

‘Winning composition of the World Bass
Clarinet Composing Competition,
rotterdam, 2005, child to the black faced
night is a haunting, gentle exploration of the
night and dreams that culminates in a
passionate sting-in-the-tail conclusion.’
enjoyable and musically strong as it and the
previous item are, they might have benefited
from being separated by a work with a
different kind of energy and pace to further
heighten their impact.
two to go!
iain Matheson’s Taking Shape is a mosaic
of a handful of musical shapes ‘…which
constantly rearrange themselves, in
fragments of unpredictable length.’ it is
very satisfying as it progresses on its
characterful and kaleidoscopic going
nowhere musical journey.
Sarah Watts’ confident and tonally rich
high register is impressively demonstrated
in the opening of the final work, Fall of the
King, written by her SCaW pianist partner
antony Clare. the descent from the heights
to a dramatic exploration of the lowest notes
offers a striking and powerful ending to an
impressive recital. throughout, both
performers demonstrate musical integrity
and technical assurance. the clarity of
Sarah’s delivery of some highly challenging
music is to be applauded, and the range and
control of dynamics, legato, articulation and
extended techniques, particularly
multiphonics, enables the musical intent to
shine through. Bravo!
Ian Mitchell ■
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INSTRUMENT REVIEWS
the trouble with reviewing shiny new
saxophones is that you realise just how
decrepit your own is. i was asked to review
the yanagisawa alto saxophone aW01 and
aW010 mainly due to the fact that i play on a
yanagisawa alto. When i took possession of
the two trial instruments, it soon came back
to me why i love my alto so much, why i
chose yanagisawa in the first place and why
i needed to take my sax to be serviced!
The AW010
this saxophone is a very attractive looking
instrument. it has a lacquered brass finish
and has the addition of some tasteful
engraving. it blows well and speaks easily
and evenly across all octaves. even moving
across from the lower to the middle register
you don’t have to work too hard. the
altissimo register was also easy to find. this
sax has a warmer sound than the aW01 with
an excellent depth of tone and a very
pleasing dynamic range. My first impression
was that it was slightly ‘edgier’ at the bottom
of the register and perhaps sounded a little
thinner. However, with a little more
warming up this decreased.
the intonation was generally good. i
found the throat C/C# a little ‘under’ but it
was a tolerable amount. However, the long
fingering for the top f was quite a lot flatter
than the short fingering, and this gave me
some cause for concern.
the pad noise was acceptable, and i really
like the double brace on the low C# and eb
keys. i find it makes a huge difference to the
ease of getting those notes to speak easily
when played quietly. i don’t have very big
hands and the extra brace aids these notes
to speak more readily, without resorting to
brute force and monkey grips!
the octave key is quite stiff, but nicely set
up, so that your thumb has to move the
minimum distance to get into the upper
register. i also really like the underslung
crook key. the aW01 doesn’t have it and i
think it would particularly aid the schoolaged players to have this. Without a shadow
of a doubt the most common repair issue i
see as a teacher is bent crook keys. However
much care our pupils take when assembling
saxophones, the general wear and tear does
often result in bent keys. the underslung
key seems to reduce this problem whether in
their hands or in the case. the aW010 is
sporting new ‘feet’ under the side keys, but i
felt this made the side keys rather spongy.
the other improvement on both instruments
was the shape of the spatula key at the front.
With practice, i believe this would work very
smoothly, but when i asked a couple of my
pupils to try the saxophones to give a pupil’s
opinion, they both found the spatula hard to
find, and like me, have small hands to the
point where their index finger was
disappearing down the gap!
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the aW010 came with a yanagisawa 7
mouthpiece. this is a good all-round
purpose mouthpiece that blows easily, and
bridges the gap between classical and nonclassical playing.
The AW01
this has basically the same feel as the above
more superior instrument. its keywork is
slightly lighter in feel but has the same
sponginess in the side keys as the aW010. it
also plays easily across all the registers. the
pad noise was greater than that of the
aW010 and the octave key mechanism was
particularly noisy. the octave key is set up
in such a way that when depressed it settles
further back than i would like. this makes
fast legato playing backwards and forwards
across the register less easy than on the
aW010. Having played the aW010 first you
do notice the single brace on the eb/C# key
as those notes are harder to make speak
quietly without the double brace.
anyone used to playing a yamaha will
notice the more indented pearl of the keys
on the yanagisawas. Whilst it is different, it
does encourage better finger work, and you
may find yourself needing to bend your
fingers more to get a better legato, which
can only be a good thing.
the yanagisawa does have a thinner tone,
and having tried to play it really loudly, it
doesn’t seem overly keen! it’s very much the
student ‘workhorse’.
the aW01 comes with a
yanagisawa 6 mouthpiece
which like the 7 blows
very nicely and is a good
choice for a beginner and once again
bridges the style gap.

these cases on her back, and speaks very
highly of it. She has properly ‘road tested’
the case, and along with the ingenious
straps that neatly appear and disappear into
a side pocket, i’m told it is very comfortable
to use. the zip on the music pouch is
waterproof and would take a4 music easily,
but you won’t be fitting any of the french
stuff in there anytime soon! Good quality
sewn handles are situated in the middle and
on the end of the case. it’s good to see an end
handle, i only wish i was tall enough to use
one!
i’m really pleased to see that this quality
case is used. i’m neurotic about how and
where my sax gets handled in its case. My
husband will vouch that i regularly beg him
to drive over the Cambridge speed bumps
slower so that the jolts won’t wreck the
regulation! However these cases are pretty
bombproof, and might just stand up to the
weekly rigours of the school instrument
store.
yanagisawa have produced two very good
quality instruments and will fit two quite
different markets. i really enjoyed playing
them, and as a result of my week with them
have booked my yanagisawa alto sax in for a
seriously overdue service!
Viv Halton ■

The sling
the same sling comes with both
instruments. it’s a quality sling with a
sprung, closed clip. i liked it very much,
but my shorter pupils did fairly
comment that the adjusting buckle
needed to be almost right up to their
necks for it to be at the correct height
which wasn’t terribly comfortable!
However, this sling can be operated one
handed, which is a huge advantage to
the beginner when trying to grapple
with correct sling height.
The case
once again the same case is provided
for both instruments, and is a huge
improvement on its predecessor. it’s a
very smart looking case and has
excellent clasps that are almost
impossible not to shut properly.
My pupils were a fount of knowledge
when it came to talking about cases!
one of them regularly walks the mile
from the station to school with one of
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GLOBAL TOUR
Mike Curtis
Saxophone quartet
Advance Music £16.99
Global Tour is a
piece in four
movements for
SatB saxophone
quartet. as its name
suggests, it takes in
a variety of styles of
music from around
the globe. the first
movement, called
‘funky’, is a
typically upbeat
number containing
much syncopation, with notated licks
distributed amongst all four parts. the
second movement is a calmer jazz waltz and
is the shortest of the four movements. the
third movement is a homage to klezmer with
the swoops and krechts characteristic of the
style. the final movement is possibly the
most interesting of the four, and is in tango
style. it’s a fun piece to play and would suit
the more advanced players at around grade
six to seven level.
Andrew Smith

ÉCOUTE, JE JOUE!
Jean-Marc Fessard, Chantal Boulay, Cyrille
Lehn
Clarinet
Gérard Billaudot GB9516 £19.95
Listen, I Play! is a
series of three tutor
books. Volume 1
has a series of 20
stages and the final
pages contain well
known songs,
complete with
words, and three
duets to be
introduced at stage
four, eight and 15.
the layout is clear
and attractive. each leçon or stage has five
or six exercises to practise new notes,
rhythms or theory and three or four original
pieces. Speech bubbles and shaded boxes
explain elements further and there are
quizzes and suggestions for games and
written practice. Unusually for most
beginner books e, D and f are introduced in
stage one with G appearing in stage two and
C introduced in stage three. this is perhaps
aimed to include slightly younger players
who take a while to get all three left hand
fingers in place for C. tonguing is brought in
at stage five and middle register notes in
stage 18, presumably as preparation for
Volume 2. there is plenty of material for
each stage so there is no rush to get through
the book. the pieces are attractive and cover
a huge range of styles. each has a demo
track and backing track on the CD which are
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well produced. Use of instruments such as
pizzicato strings, glockenspiel for the slower
ones and electric piano, percussion for the
rocky ones are imaginative and questions
relating to the choice of instruments appear
in the book. this is a lovely book and one i
would consider using were it not for one
small drawback which is that it is entirely in
french! the music is of course not affected
by the language and some titles are in
english (From Liverpool, Rock on the Block)
but as one example C, D and e are doh, re
and mi. even the italian terms have been
shunned with moderato, allegro and
allegretto appearing just a few times. i do
teach some french students who are on sixmonth exchanges with english students but
they are here to learn english so i am
struggling to find a target market. those
english pupils who would like to learn to
incorporate french language with learning
an instrument are in a very small group.
Stephanie Reeve

KLEZMER
Bettina Ostermeier, Günter Voit
Clarinet
Bärenreiter BA 10616 £22.95
this is a collection
of eight melodies in
straightforward
arrangements
around two to three
minutes each. all
are traditional
tunes and range
from the slow
Shalom Aliechem,
to a lively Tants
Istanbul and the
song Zol Shoyn
Kumen Die G’ule which has a recitative-like
opening before the main theme which starts
slowly and increases in tempo throughout.
as they stand melodies are around grade
four to six standard and some phrases
require transposing up or down an octave on
a repeat. the preface explains that the
clarinet can be thought of as a human voice
and in order to convey the music there are a
few techniques that can be used such as
varying the tempo, dynamics and
articulation. the pieces themselves have
been left largely unedited so it is up to the
player to embellish. those who do have
some experience of the style will find the
lack of detailed instruction refreshing while
those who have less experience may benefit
from hearing klezmer players. i played
through a few tunes then found a recording
of Giora feidman, who is quoted in the
preface, playing Mazel Tov. My second go at
this tune was completely different and a lot
of fun! two scales are printed in the preface
for reference and the piano parts are
straightforward, mainly accompanying
based on chords with the chord symbols
given.
Stephanie Reeve

NOCTURNE ET PRESTO
Rene Ruijters
Clarinet and piano
Gérard Billaudot GB9491 £9.90
Dutch composer
ruijters has written
a few works for
clarinet and as a
player knows its
capabilities. the
work has two
movements. the
Nocturne opens
with a slow, dreamy
theme which slowly
awakens
incorporating
whole tone scales and jazz influences. Little
ideas appear and the interplay with the
piano is gentle but always keeping the
interest. a cadenza leads to a furioso section
which only lasts for eight bars before the
dreamy opening returns and the movement
finishes pianissimo on a top D. the Presto is
made up of little figures darting around in
simple, compound and irregular time
signatures. it is original and imaginative and
the contrasting textures with the piano are
fun to explore. there was almost a hint of
Horovitz here so if you like his Sonatina, this
will probably be an enjoyable piece to try.
five-and-a-half minutes suitable for grade
seven upwards.
Stephanie Reeve

SLEEPING BEAUTY SUITE,
AFTER THE BALLET OP. 66
Tchaikovsky, arr. Joachim Forlani
Clarinet and piano
Gérard Billaudot GB9297 £29.50
this particular
suite was compiled
as forlani
completed various
movements for
clarinet and piano,
10 in total. He has
remained faithful to
the music in form
and mostly in key,
so both B flat and a
clarinets are
needed to cope with
keys. Some movements work well.
‘introduction and Lilac fairy’ from the Suite
op. 66a captures the dramatic opening and
the Lilac fairy tune works well. Shorter
numbers such as ‘the Silver fairy’, ‘Dance of
the Maids of Honour’ and ‘Dance of the
Pages’, and ‘Pas de caractère’ (act iii, no. 26)
work well. Less successful as performance
pieces were perhaps the ‘Waltz’ (act i, no. 6)
which could have been abridged and the
‘Scene’ (act i no. 5) which is mainly a moto
perpetuo exercise. tchaikovsky was a master
of orchestration so in using just clarinet and
piano for the longer numbers there is a risk
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that these movements could be too
demanding for both player and listener i
fear! there is no Rose Adagio or Bluebird
here but perhaps forlani is saving those for
another suite. the current movements have
been arranged in a performance order but
players could be encouraged to work out
their own suite of movements that work for
them. the more advanced numbers are for
grade seven and above while some of the
simpler ones might suit grade five. the
pianist needs to be competent and happy
playing orchestral reductions, as they will
need to represent tremolo strings, harp
glissandi and fast first violin and flute lines,
all with the dynamic range from full brass to
solo cor anglais!
Stephanie Reeve

WOOF! 6 CANINE CAPERS
Polly Fenn
Two clarinets
Queen’s Temple Publications QT143 £3.95
Six short duets for
equal clarinets.
each gives the
name of the dog as
the title with a subtitle giving a little
more of the
character so the
British Bulldog is
short, solidly
formed, and with
oodles of character
and the duet pretty
much fits that description, 16 bars of
staccato crotchets and swung quavers. the
West Highland White Terrier is a Celtic
melody with Scotch snaps, Toy Poodle is a
waltz in one, American Cocker Spaniel,
another swing number and Irish Greyhound
is a Gaelic gallop in 6/8. the Chihuahua
appears to be dainty but the 6/8 3/4 middle
section and semitone clashes just a few bars
from the end suggest otherwise. the range
is from bottom e to D above the stave and
there are lots of trills, grace notes,
accidentals and jazzy rhythms throughout.
these are enormously good fun, suitable for
a good grade three and above and make
great sight-reading and performance
material for advanced pupils. you’d be
barking mad not to try these!
Stephanie Reeve

CHOCOLATE WALTZ

MARTIN KLASCHKA

Rachael Forsyth
Mixed ensemble
Roo Records £12.99

Funny Folks
Mixed ensemble
Doblinger 36 376 £22.95
a collection of 16
folk and traditional
tunes as either
arrangements of
well-known pieces
or originals in a
particular style. All
Through the Night,
La Cucaracha,
Schumann’s
Norwegian Song,
and O Susanna are
included. Klaschka’s own pieces such as
Funny Folk with the melody mainly in the
bass line, and Balkanika, in 7/8 time are
amusing numbers. the four part
arrangements are simple but effective and
the parts are clearly laid out. Parts one and
two are available for C, B flat and e flat
instruments, part three for C treble clef, Bb
bass clef and f, while part four is available
in C only. this is the only disappointment as
i have bass clarinettists in one or two of my
ensembles who help support the solitary
bassoon competing with the many flutes
and alto saxes so it would have been handy
having a B flat treble clef part for line four.
also note that part two is too low for flutes
and oboes so this isn’t quite the same line up
as other four part flexi arrangements
available. However it is suitable for brass so
is ideal for mixed woodwind and brass
ensembles. 16 tunes at just under £23 makes
this good value.
Stephanie Reeve ■

Chocolate Waltz is a
short jazz waltz in G
minor (a minor for
clarinets and e
minor for alto
saxes). after a piano
introduction three
very short sections
based around the
same theme are
heard and the
whole piece is just
under one-and-a-half minutes long. the
three instrumental parts are ‘a for
awesome’, ‘B for Brilliant’ and ‘C for Cool’
and are available for C, B flat, e flat
instruments and strings. one part for each
is provided within the book and photocopies
can be made for the ensemble so you need
never worry about losing the parts. the tune
itself is quite sweet and, considering the
range and simple form, is suitable for grade
one to two in a first ensemble. Clarinets go
up to C above the stave in part a, and G
sharp just above the stave in part B. Part C is
mainly chalumeau register but there are a
few middle line Bs. e flat parts are almost
all within the five lines of the stave so there
should not be any problems there. Dynamics
are well placed and good for early ensemble
players particularly the last section where
the same figure is heard mf, mp and finally
p. Bass and percussion parts, again for three
different levels, are provided and guitar and
horn parts at awesome level. My only
reservation is that it would have been good
to have at least one other piece as this would
have filled up the blank pages on the reverse
of each part and would have provided an
alternative within an otherwise well
presented book.
Stephanie Reeve

Steve Crow
Saxophone Specialist
0113 440 0987
0789 900 1099
www.stevecrow.co.uk
info@stevecrow.co.uk

Superpads
for CLarinet
Only from www.woodwindco.com eddieashton@woodwindco.com
www.cassgb.org
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9 St Martin within Ludgate, 40 Ludgate Hill,
London, eC4M 7De, 1.05pm

Alistair Logan (clarinet), Sarah Pope
(viola) and Gisela Meyer (piano)
Hurlstone, fairyland; Uhl, Kleines Konzert;
Mozart, Kegelstatt Trio.

CONCERTS

Movements for a Clarinet Concerto;
Mendelssohn, Symphony no. 4 in a
Box office: 0118 986 0707/ 0118 973 5517
www.rso.org.uk

JANUARY 2015

31 Coach and Horses inn, 66 White Sands,
Dumfries, DG1 2rS, 10pm

6 Purcell room, Southbank Centre, London,

Sax Ecosse - Celebrate 10 years as a
quartet

Se1 8XX, 7.45pm

Park Lane Group Young Artists Concert Borealis Saxophone Quartet

eddie McGuire, Hidden Dialects; Barbara
thompson, Body Language; John DeSimone,
Being Here... Spoken word by aidan Mceion.
www.saxecosse.com
www.bigburnssupper.com

alastair Penman (soprano), Mélina Zéléniuc
(alto), Gillian Blair (tenor), Daniel White
(baritone)
Jonathan Dove, Tuning In; Darren Bloom , new
work (PLG Commission – première); tom
Harrold, Gentle Skies; Joseph Horovitz,
Variations on a Theme of Paganini.
tel: 0844 847 9910
www.southbankcentre.co.uk
www.parklanegroup.co.uk
www.borealissaxophonequartet.com

nicholas
Shipman in
Wokingham
31st January

Bn1 1ea, 1.10pm
Programme of original compositions by
Luciano from the album Neapolis, and music
by Puccini, Churchill and Gershwin.
admission: £3 at the door
tel: 01273 719524

Cuillin Sound
Darlington Music Society
Sarah Watts (clarinet), Dana Morgan (flute),
Laurence Perkins (bassoon)
Programme includes music by Bach, elgar and
traditional Scottish folk melodies set to
stunning Hebridean photographs.
www.communigate.co.uk/ne/dms/index.phtml

Gateshead Quays, Gateshead, ne8 2Jr, 7.30pm

Timothy Orpen (clarinet)
Promoted by royal northern Sinfonia
Copland, Clarinet Concerto
www.sagegateshead.com/about-us/northernsinfonia

22 Grimsby Central Hall, Duncombe St,
Grimsby, Dn32 7eG, 7.30pm
Amy Green (saxophone) and Christine
Zerafa (piano)
Programme to include works by Schumann,
Boutry and Bonneau.
www.amygreensax.com
23 arts Centre, Brunel University, Kingston
Lane, Uxbridge, Middlesex, UB8 3PH, 1.10pm

18 Caliente in Berkshire
Caliente

Luca Luciano (clarinet) and Bruno
D’Ambra (piano)

andy Scott on saxophone, Clare Southworth on
flute and Lauren Scott on harp, will give a
concert including original works and
arrangements by andy Scott. there will also be
a workshop for Academy@Maestros in the
afternoon, following which 40 talented young
flautists, saxophonists and harpists will join
Caliente for two items in the concert.
Please see andy Scott’s website for further
details including start time and venue in the
new year.
www.andyscott.org.uk

original compositions by Luciano from the
album Neapolis and music by Vivaldi,
Churchill and Gershwin.
admission free
tel: 01895 266074

30 egremont Market Hall, Market Street (off
Main Street), egremont, Ca22 2Df, 8pm
Fell Clarinet Quartet

20 Loxwood Jazz, north Hall, Guildford
road, Loxwood, West Sussex, rH14 0Se, 8pm

Programme to include works by Piazzolla,
farkas, Harvey, McGuire, Sayers and Gershwin.
admission: £15/students £1/accompanied
children free.
www.sasra.co.uk/affiliated-sections/music-aarts.html

Simon Bates Quartet with special guest
Georgina Jackson

31 Westmorland Hall, Burton road, Kendal,

Simon teams up with trumpeter and vocalist
Georgina Jackson. Described as a mix of Harry
James and Doris Day, Georgina is widely
acknowledged as the finest female lead
trumpet player in the country and one of the
top jazz vocalists.
tickets: £10
tel: 01403 752954
www.loxwoodjazz.co.uk

Cumbria, La9 7HX, 7.30pm

Timothy Orpen
Promoted by royal northern Sinfonia.
Copland, Clarinet Concerto
www.sagegateshead.com/about-us/northernsinfonia

31 St Paul’s Church, reading road,
Wokingham, rG41 1eH, 7.30pm

Nicholas Shipman (clarinet)
reading Symphony orchestra, Stefan Hofkes
(conductor)
Weber, Overture Oberon; Britten/Matthews,
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tetrax - quartet with 12 instruments
original music and arrangements for multihanded quartet.
tel: 0131 554 6183/07795 556 121
bill.blackwood@tesco.net

13 Hall one, 90 york Way, London, n1 9aG,
7.30pm

a varied programme of music on clarinets and
saxophones in Chelmsford, lunchtime, february 4th

Timothy Orpen (clarinet)

FEBRUARY

Promoted by Kings Place
aurora orchestra concert
Steve reich, New York Counterpoint for solo
clarinet and tape.
www.kingsplace.co.uk

1 Wigmore Hall, 36 Wigmore St, London, W1U

14 Big School, tonbridge School, High Street,

Middlesborough, tS1 2QJ, 7.45pm

2BP, 11.30am

tonbridge, Kent, tn9 1JP, 7.30pm

Timothy Orpen (clarinet)

Richard Hosford (clarinet)

Benson Young Artists Concert

Wigmore Coffee Concert
Brahms Clarinet Quintet in B minor op.115
www.wigmore-hall.org.uk

amy Green (saxophone) and Paul
McKenzie (piano)

Promoted by royal northern Sinfonia.
Director/soloist Kyra Humphreys (violin)
Copland, Clarinet Concerto
www.sagegateshead.com/about-us/northernsinfonia

17 St Stephen’s Church, 39 Walbrook, London,
22 the Sage Gateshead, St Mary’s Square,

17 the Dolphin Centre, Darlington, DL1 5rP,
7.30pm

edinburgh, 7.30pm

Music at St. Margaret’s

Dave eastham (tenor), ian noonan (baritone)
Lunchtime recital, free admission
www.southlondonsaxophonequartet.co.uk

‘ani’, op.249.
tickets: £10/£8. available in advance and on
the door
www.citywind.org.uk

5 Middlesborough town Hall, albert road,

6 Chapel royal, 164 north Street, Brighton,
Luca Luciano (clarinet) and James Hayes
(piano)

10 St Margaret’s Church, 170 easter road,

21 Caliente in rochdale
Caliente
andy Scott on saxophone, Clare Southworth on
flute and Lauren Scott on harp, will give a
concert including original works and
arrangements by andy Scott.
Please see andy Scott’s website for further
details including start time and venue in the
new year. www.andyscott.org.uk

2 St Michael at the north Gate, Cornmarket

eC4n 8Bn, 1pm

Street, oxford, oX1 3ey, 1pm

Luca Luciano (clarinet) Clarinet Solo
Project

6 room 32, national Gallery, trafalgar Square,

Programme of original compositions by
Luciano from the album Partenope with music
by Messiaen, Gershwin, Vivaldi, Puccini and
Stravinsky.
free admission 0207 626 9000

Laefer Quartet

24 Cheltenham town Hall, Cheltenham, GL50

Programme of music reflecting the paintings in
room 32.

Laefer Quartet

upon-tweed, tD15 1aJ, 3pm

Programme to include music by Mendelssohn,
escaich and Poulenc.
www.laeferquartet.wordpress.com

17 Loxwood Jazz, north Hall, Guildford

Sax Ecosse - Celebrate 10 years as a
quartet

25 St Mary’s Church Hall, High Street,

Luca Luciano (clarinet) Clarinet Solo
Project
Programme of original compositions by
Luciano from the album Partenope, with music
by Messiaen, Gershwin, Vivaldi, Puccini and
Stravinsky.
admission free 01865 240940

3 eastgate theatre and arts
Centre, eastgate, Peebles, eH45 8aD, 7.30pm
Scottish Wind Ensemble
Carpenter, Pantomime for 13 winds;
Mozart, Gran Partita in Bb Major K. 361
www.scottishwindensemble.co.uk

4 Cramphorn theatre, Chelmsford,
essex, CM1 1JG, 1.00pm
Darkwood Wind Ensemble
a varied programme of music on clarinets and
saxophones.
Lunchtime concert
01245 355227 johncox128@hotmail.com

8 Municipal Hall, High Street, Biggar, ML12
6Dt, 2.30pm

Scottish Wind Ensemble
Carpenter, Pantomime for 13 winds;
Mozart, Gran Partita in Bb Major K. 361
www.scottishwindensemble.co.uk

road, Loxwood, West Sussex, rH14 0Se, 8pm

Pete Long / Simon Bates Quintet
Simon and Pete appear together for a
wonderful night of musical sparring and jollity
featuring Paul Morgan on bass.
tickets: £10
tel: 01403 752954
www.loxwoodjazz.co.uk

Emma Johnson

8 the Maltings theatre, eastern Lane, Berwick-

Sax ecosse return to Maltings theatre to
present an afternoon recital of classical
saxophone quartet music to celebrate their
10th anniversary.
tickets: £13/£10.50/ £6
Box office: 01289 330 999
www.saxecosse.com
www.maltingsberwick.co.uk
Cheshire, CH1 2DW, 7.30pm

Colchester Bach Choir and orchestra, Patrick
McCarthy (conductor)
Programme to include Weber, Concertino;
Mozart, requiem.
in aid of the Mayor’s Charities
tickets: red Lion Books,
mayor@colchester.gov.uk, or at the door
www.colchesterbachchoir.co.uk/index.html

Amy Green (saxophone ) and Christine
Zerafa (piano)

27 tabernacle arts Centre, Penrallt Street,

Colchester, essex, Co2 7ee, 7.30pm

Sandbach, CW11 1HD, 8pm

Mike Hall and Dan Whieldon at Sandbach

11 St Mary’s Centre, St Mary’s Hill, Chester,

Programme to include music by Dubois,
Marcello, Decruck and Piazzolla.

17 Loxwood Jazz, north Hall, Guildford
road, Loxwood, West Sussex, rH14 0Se. 8pm

Simon Bates / Nigel Price Quartet
Simon appears with award winning guitarist
nigel for a night of cool, swinging jazz.
tickets £10
Box office: 01403 752954
www.loxwoodjazz.co.uk

Sandbach Concert Season presents a concert
by jazz saxophone and piano duo Mike Hall and
Dan Whieldon, preceded by a spotlight concert
by talented young people from Sandbach at
7pm. andy Scott is artistic Director of this
popular local concert series.
www.sandbach-concert-series.co.uk

8 Little theatre, Hoghton Street, Southport,
Pr9 oPa, 7.30pm

MARCH

Programme includes the première of Paul
Harvey Greenwich Suite for four bass clarinets,
and other works for multiple bass clarinets.
admission free
tel: 07881 950 693

4 Christ Church,the Broadway, Bexleyheath,

20 St. Katharine Cree Church, 86 Leadenhall

a programme of music to capture your
imagination, raising money for Queens Court
Hospice, Southport.
tel: 0151 531 9562
www.maghullwindorchestra.co.uk

www.cassgb.org

Sandbach, CW11 1HD, 8pm

Caliente in Sandbach

Carol Taylor (clarinet)

21 St Botolph’s Church, St Botolph’s Street,

orchestra north east
Programme to include John Dankworth`s
Clarinet Concerto, and the Mozart Clarinet
Concerto.
www.galadurham.co.uk/index.php

Maghull Wind Orchestra

1Qa, 1.05pm

Sandbach Concert Season presents a concert
by Caliente, andy Scott’s trio with flautist Clare
Southworth and harpist Lauren Scott,
including original works and arrangements by
andy Scott. this event will be preceded by a
spotlight concert by talented young people
from Sandbach at 7pm. andy Scott is artistic
Director of this popular local concert series.
www.sandbach-concert-series.co.uk

25 St Mary’s Church Hall, High Street,
8 Durham Gala theatre, 1 Millennium Place,
Durham, DH1 1Wa, 3pm

London, WC2n 5Dn, 6pm

Kent, Da6 7Bt, 1.05pm

19 Peacock room, trinity Laban Conservatoire
of Music & Dance, Greenwich, Se10 9Jf, 1.05pm

Bass Clarinet and Friends 3

St, London, eC3a 3BP

South London Saxophone Quartet

City Wind Orchestra

noelle Sasportas (soprano), Bob Lowdell (alto),

Programme to include: alfred reed, Armenian
Dances and alan Hovhaness Symphony no.23,

www.cassgb.org

Machynlleth, Powys, Sy20 8aJ, 7.30pm

Amy Green (saxophone) and Kaoru
Wada (piano)
Programme to include music by Boutry,
MacMillan and Vaughan Williams.
www.amygreensax.com

APRIL
12 the Clarendon Muse, Watford Grammar
School, rickmansworth road, Watford, WD17
8Jf, 4pm

Timothy Orpen (clarinet) and John Reid
(piano)
Promoted by octagon Music Society.
finzi, Five Bagatelles op. 23; Stravinsky, Three
Pieces for clarinet solo; Schumann,
Fantasiestücke, op. 73; Brahms, Sonata in e
flat major op.120 no. 2; Schumann, three
pieces from ‘Waldscenen’ op. 82; Giampieri, Il
Carnivale di Venezia.
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8 Chelmsford Cathedral, 53 new Street,
Chelmsford, essex, CM1 1ty, 12.30pm

Luca Luciano (clarinet) and Paolo Losi
(piano)

Borealis play in the
Purcell room,
Southbank Centre,
London in the Park
Lane Group young
artists Concert, 6th
January

18 the J28 Church, the Common, South
normanton, Derbyshire, De55 2eP, 7.30pm

Equinox Saxophone Ensemble
www.equinoxsax.org.uk

journey from frank Sinatra to Michael Bublé
with class, humour and virtuosity.
Box office: 01403 752954
ticket £10 www.loxwoodjazz.co.uk

21 the forge, 3-7 Delancey Street, London,
nW1 7nL, 7.30pm

27 Palm House, Sefton Park, Liverpool, L17

Laefer Quartet

Maghull Wind Orchestra

Programme to include premiere of alexander
Glyde-Bates’ new work for saxophone quartet.
www.forgevenue.org

an afternoon of music to suit all tastes.
tel: 0151 531 9562
www.maghullwindorchestra.co.uk

21 St Brides Church, fleet Street, London, eC4y

MAY

8aU, 1.15pm

1aP, 1.15 – 4pm

Luca Luciano (clarinet)
Clarinet Solo Project
Programme of music by Luciano, Stravinsky,
Berio, Puccini and Vivaldi.
free admission tel: 0207 427 0133

21 Loxwood Jazz, north Hall, Guildford
road, Loxwood, West Sussex, rH14 0Se, 8pm
Simply Swing
the Simply Swing Band has been at the heart of
the London entertainment scene for over 15
years. Playful and dramatic, cool and current,
Simply Swing will take you on a musical

8 Venue tBC
Bloomsbury Woodwind Ensemble
the beautiful metropolis - a programme of
music for woodwind orchestra inspired by
London in all its differing facets.
www.bloomsburymusicgroup.org.uk

8 St. Bride’s Church, fleet St, London, eC4y
8aU, 1.15pm
Laefer Quartet
www.laeferquartet.wordpress.com

Contemporary clarinet recital.
Programme to include original compositions
by Luciano from the album Neapolis, and
music by Vivaldi, Weill and Gershwin.
admission free
01245 294492

15 Coronation Hall, Ulverston, Cumbria, La12
7LZ, 7.30pm

Snake Davis and the Suspicions, with
guest Jess Gillam
after taking Ulverston by storm for the past
four years, saxophone legend Snake Davis
returns with his eight-piece soul band to play
northern Soul, atlanta and Motown Classics,
joined by Jess Gillam, described by Snake as
“one of the best young saxophonists in the UK”.
tickets: £15
www.jessgillamsax.co.uk

19 Loxwood Jazz, north Hall, Guildford
road, Loxwood, West Sussex, rH14 0Se, 8pm
Sinatra Jukebox
Superb jazz interpreter Gary Williams together
with saxophonist Simon Bates and pianist
extraordinaire Harry the Piano, entertain with
100 great Sinatra songs to choose from, but
what will tonight’s concert be? you, the
audience, choose the songs; they make up the
concert on the spot.
Box office: 01403 752954
ticket £10
www.loxwoodjazz.co.uk

20 Music on the Green, esher Parish Church,
esher town Centre, Surrey, 1.10 – 1.50pm

South London Saxophone Quartet
noelle Sasportas (soprano), Bob Lowdell (alto),
Dave eastham (tenor), ian noonan (baritone)
Lunchtime recital, free admission
www.southlondonsaxophonequartet.co.uk
www.facebook.com/southlondonsaxophonequ
artet

21 St Matthew’s Church, 71 Station road,
redhill, Surrey, rH1 1DL, 1.10 – 2pm

River City Saxes
Chris Hooker (soprano), Bob Lowdell (alto),
Martyn thomas (tenor), Geoff Williams
(baritone)
free lunchtime concert
www.rivercitysaxes.com

McKenzie Sawers Duo
- Beyond the Coral Sea Tour
following the success of their Delphian CD The
Coral Sea, the McKenzie Sawers Duo play
works for saxophone and piano including a
newly commissioned piece by Martin Green,
Lau.
april 30th CCa, Glasgow; May 2nd tolbooth,
Stirling; May 3rd Summerhall, edinburgh; May
8th Hull University; May 14th the town House,
inverness; May 16th Mareel, Shetland.
full details: www.mckenziesawersduo.com

ON THE HORIZON
17th World Saxophone Congress
9th - 14th July 2015
Strasbourg, france
www.saxopen.com
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COURSES
JANUARY
2 – 4 Benslow Music, Benslow Lane, Hitchin,
Hertfordshire, SG4 9rB

ClarinetFest
tutors: Shea Lolin, Paul Harris and anthony
Bailey
the course offers the opportunity for
clarinettists of all abilities to come to Benslow
Music and focus on repertoire from
renaissance to the contemporary alongside a
full campus of like-minded players. this
course is streamed and a group suited to your
ability for workshops and choirs at the
appropriate level will be formed, as well as
sessions focusing on technique and
musicianship.
fees: residential £265, non residential £190
tel: tel: 01462 459446
www.benslowmusic.org

2 – 5 alston Hall, alston Lane, Longridge,
Preston, Pr3 3BP

New Year Saxes
tutors: Debbie Scherer and Sarah Jobson
a great way to start the new year. this course
is suitable for those with at least 18 months
experience of playing saxophone. Participants
play together in a large ensemble as well as in
smaller groups where you will be matched with
those of similar ability. there will be a vast
library of music available which offers works of
all different styles. there is sure to be
something to suit everybody.
the tutors are happy to be contacted to discuss
how this course will benefit your playing and
performance.
tel: 01772 784661
www.alstonhall.com

16 – 18 Benslow Music, Benslow Lane, Hitchin,
Hertfordshire, SG4 9rB

John White’s Wind Chamber Music
tutors: John White, Michael axtell and Shane
Moroney
the course is designed for individual
applicants and will focus on helping wind
players improve their chamber music skills
and give the opportunity to play with fellow
musicians in a supportive environment. Plenty
of music will be provided but please feel free to
bring your own. Pre-formed groups can be
accepted on this course with the agreement of
the tutors.
fees: residential £265, non residential £190
tel: 01462 459446
www.benslowmusic.org

8 – 12, 12 -16 and 16 -20 the old Medina,
essaouira, Morocco

Clarinet and Saxophone courses in
Morocco
one-to-one courses with coached ensembles.
Combine clarinet playing with relaxed
sightseeing in the historical Moroccan seaside
town of essaouira. Step back in time and
absorb the colours, smells, tastes and friendly
chaos of the local souks where craftsmen and
artisans are busy at work.
www.zamzammusic.com/courses_flute_clarin
et_saxophone_49.html

23 – 25 Benslow Music, Benslow Lane, Hitchin,
Hertfordshire, SG4 9rB
Dance Band
tutor: roger Moon
the course will focus on the strict tempo music
which developed in the dancehalls of the 1920s
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and 1930s, the kind popularised by Victor
Silvester. We’re looking for trumpets,
trombones, saxes, violins, guitar, double bass,
drums and perhaps a singer or two, to create
the sound of what is often called the ‘Golden
era’ of British music.
fees: residential £265, non residential £190
tel: 01462 459446
www.benslowmusic.org

FEBRUARY

fees: £556 full board single room, £492 full
board shared room, £377 non residential,
including lunch and dinner.
tel: 01933 312104
www.knustonhall.org.uk

16 – 19 fordwells farm Barns, Minster Lovell,
Student Flutes and Woodwind Friends

23 - 26 Benslow Music, Benslow Lane, Hitchin,

Grades one – eight. a luxury, battery charging
‘boot camp’,
www.flutesenvacances.co.uk/students_2.html

Hertfordshire, SG4 9rB

Burford, nr Witney, oxfordshire, oX29 9Pr

7yP

Adult Saxophones

Scottish Saxophone Academy

all levels of adult amateur on soprano, alto,
tenor or baritone. one-to-one help, group
tuition for tone and technique, ensembles with
parts written to suit.
www.flutesenvacances.co.uk/saxophone_cours
es__25.html

tutors: Sue McKenzie and Michael Brogan
a weekend of saxophone playing fun in
beautiful Georgian country house
surroundings.
fees: £220/£250 per person (full board). nonparticipant price available.
www.suemckenziesaxophone.com/#!the-burn2015/cwdv

6 – 8 Benslow Music, Benslow Lane, Hitchin,
Hertfordshire, SG4 9rB
Wind Ensembles with the London
Myriads
tutors: Members of the London Myriad
ensembles
a weekend designed specifically for preformed wind ensembles offering individual
tuition of the groups on a rotation basis to work
on the repertoire you choose to bring, as well
as workshops focusing on rehearsal
techniques. applications from any
configuration of wind or wind and piano
ensembles from trios to dectets welcome.
fees: residential £265, non residential £190
tel: 01462 459446
www.benslowmusic.org

Burford, nr Witney, oxfordshire, oX29 9Pr

tutors: Steve Bingham, Colin touchin and
nigel Clayton
Course for flute, clarinet, oboe, bassoon and
horn players, string players (including double
bass) and pianists. as balancing this course
can be very tricky, confirmation might be
delayed whilst we find the other instruments
we need. if you think you may know anyone
who may be interested (strings in particular)
please drag them along. you are most welcome
to bring your own repertoire, but what we are
able to play will depend on who comes. Good
sight-reading is an absolute must, as is
concentrated attention on repertoire pieces, so

Clarinets en Vacances in Witney,
Oxfordshire
nicholas foster and Julie Wright
all levels from beginner to experienced,
nervous to confident. ideal for the late starter,
lapsed learner and those keen to improve
rapidly. Small numbers for maximum
attention, we specialise in confidence building
and development of the individual player. a
luxurious venue easily accessible from many
regions, with home cooking and special diets
catered for.
www.flutesenvacances.co.uk/clarinet_courses
_42.html

APRIL
3 – 6 Gartmore House, Stirlingshire, fK8 3rS
Richard Ingham’s Gartmore House
Saxophone Weekend
this residential course for saxophonists will
give you the opportunity to play in large and
small saxophone ensembles and meet new
friends in the saxophone world. you will
receive invaluable coaching on your ensemble
playing, technique and tone production. Bring
one saxophone, or perhaps bring the six
different ones you play. everyone will be
catered for with music selected from one of the
biggest libraries of saxophone music in europe,
which will be available to use in your free time.
Come as an established ensemble, or as an
individual. the music will be an eclectic
mixture of classical and jazz. Visit the trade
displays. outstanding accommodation set
amidst national Park landscape. the 2014
course was full, so book early!
www.largo-music.co.uk/course_ghsw.php

7 – 10 Knuston Hall, irchester,
Wellingborough, northamptonshire, nn29
7eU

Extend your Saxophone Skills
tutors: Debbie Scherer, Sarah Jobson, Susie
tolley, Matthew McGuffie
this course will be of particular interest to
those in the early and intermediate stages of
saxophone playing. the course content will

allow for those with some experience
(recommended maximum playing ability grade
five approximately) as well as those with only
six months’ learning. those taking on
saxophone as a second instrument will also
benefit from this course. Material and tutoring
will be appropriate to the standard of each
individual and the timetable will be devised to
enable progressive learning.
fees: £411 full board single room, £360 full
board shared room, £276 non residential,
including lunch and dinner.
tel: 01933 312104
www.knustonhall.org.uk

10 - 12 Knuston Hall, irchester,
Wellingborough, northamptonshire

Extend your Saxophone Skills
tutors: Debbie Scherer, Sarah Jobson, Susie
tolley, Matthew McGuffie
this course will be of particular interest to
those in the early and intermediate stages of
saxophone playing. the course content will
allow for those with some experience
(recommended maximum playing ability grade
five approximately) as well as those with only
six months’ learning. those taking on
saxophone as a second instrument will also
benefit from this course. Material and tutoring
will be appropriate to the standard of each
individual and the timetable will be devised to
enable progressive learning.
fees: £279 full board single room, £245 full
board shared room, £188 non residential,
including lunch and dinner.
tel: 01933 312104
www.knustonhall.org.uk

MARCH

The Kerry Camden Advanced Wind
Ensemble Course

tutors: Debbie Scherer and Sarah Jobson
a fun and informative course for saxophonists
with at least two year’s playing experience. Set
in beautiful grounds, Knuston Hall is the
perfect place to relax and enjoy making music
with other players of similar ability. Groups
alter throughout the course so everyone can be
sure to develop at a pace suitable for them. a
vast library of music will be available so there
is sure to be something to please everyone.
Sessions will include classical as well as jazz
playing. the tutors are happy to be contacted
to discuss how this course will benefit your
playing and performance.

23 - 26 Benslow Music, Benslow Lane, Hitchin,
Hertfordshire, SG4 9rB

Beginning To Read and Play Music

Saxophone Week

tutor: Shea Lolin
a wide-range of repertoire, both original and
arranged, will be played and the course offers
the chance to play in a large ensemble with
like-minded players. Clarinets from
contrabass to e flat welcome.
fees: residential £375, non residential £285
tel: 01462 459446
www.benslowmusic.org

Mixed Chamber Course

6 – 8 Benslow Music, Benslow Lane, Hitchin,

15 – 20 Knuston Hall, irchester,
Wellingborough, northamptonshire, nn29 7eU

Clarinet Choir

22 - 25 fordwells farm Barns, Minster Lovell,

13-15 Knuston Hall, irchester,
Wellingborough, northamptonshire, nn29 7eU
tutor: Sarah Jobson
Do you know someone who wants to be able to
read music but never had the courage to
try? Do you know someone who has always
wanted to play an instrument but thought it
would be too difficult? Has anyone ever said to
you: “i wish i could read music”, then this
course is ideal. it will address all these issues
and much more. in a relaxed and comfortable
manner, the course unravels the mystery of
music notation and how music
works. Participants will not necessarily be
fluent by the end of the course but they will be
well on the road to entering the wonderful
world of music.
tel: 01933 312104
www.knustonhall.org.uk

you should be at least a confident grade seven.
fees: residential £375, non residential £285
tel: 01462 459446
www.benslowmusic.org

Burford, nr Witney, oxfordshire, oX29 9Pr

20 - 23 fordwells farm Barns, Minster Lovell,
6 – 8 the Burn, Glenesk, Brechin, angus DD9

committing to one of our longer courses. the
day will begin at 10am and will finish around
5pm and, as always, lunch and coffee breaks
are included.
fees: £75
tel: 01462 459446
www.benslowmusic.org

Hertfordshire, SG4 9rB
this course, named in honour of the late
bassoonist who led it for so many years,
continues under the expert guidance of Simon
de Souza and his team of coaches. each of the
coaches specialise in a different instrument, so
between them they cover all bases. the course
focuses on the wind quintet and double quintet
repertoire and is designed for individual
applicants of a confident grade six and above.
the emphasis is on playing a range of
repertoire during the course so you should be a
good sight-reader and, most importantly,
willing to mix-and-match with your fellow
musicians. the course culminates in an
informal play-through on the final afternoon.
fees: residential £265, non residential £190
tel: 01462 459446
www.benslowmusic.org

7 Benslow Music, Benslow Lane, Hitchin,
Hertfordshire, SG4 9rB

Introduction to Wind Chamber Music Day
tutor: Janet Myatt
each year, Janet Myatt runs a series of courses
dedicated to introducing players to the world of
one-to-a-part playing, in groups of similar
ability. this year the programme is expanded
to include this day course designed for players
of grade three upwards to join together for a
day. We are looking for flutes, clarinets, oboes
and bassoons, and Janet will provide a vast
library of music for a variety of combinations.
the course is also a useful opportunity to try
the Benslow Music experience before

www.cassgb.org
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17 - 19 Benslow Music, Benslow Lane, Hitchin,
Hertfordshire, SG4 9rB
Introduction to Wind Chamber Music Day
tutor: Janet Myatt
the course is designed to introduce wind
players to one-to-a-part playing in groups of
similar ability. Janet brings with her a vast
library of music to suit different combinations
of instruments, so you should be a reasonable
sight reader. We are looking for flutes,
clarinets, oboes and bassoon who are of
roughly grade three standard and above. We
may be able to accept a horn player or two
closer to the time depending on the balance of
other instruments.
fees: residential £265, non residential £190
tel: 01462 459446
www.benslowmusic.org

17 - 19 Benslow Music, Benslow Lane, Hitchin,
Hertfordshire, SG4 9rB

Spring Saxes
tutors: Gerard McChrystal, neil Crossley
Gerard and neil lead a saxophone course
where you’ll play in ensembles ranging from
quartets to whole sax choirs. you will explore a
wide range of repertoire and will benefit from
Gerard and neil’s wealth of experience as
performers and educators. in a friendly and
supportive atmosphere, they will coach
ensembles, technique classes and also give
individual attention to any issues you may
have. the course is taught in a friendly and
mutually supportive atmosphere, and is also
very good fun! Please let us know what size(s)
of instruments you intend to bring when you
apply.
fees: residential £265, non residential £190
tel: 01462 459446
www.benslowmusic.org

20 - 24 isle of raasay
Isle of Raasay bass clarinet and bassoon
course
this unique and established course will once
again be held on the beautiful Hebridean
island of raasay with tutors Sarah Watts (bass
clarinet), antony Clare (piano) and Laurence
Perkins (bassoon). all aspects of bass clarinet
playing covered with many opportunities for
large and small ensembles.
all standards welcome. Booking early is
advised.
Sarah 07961 364758
www.raasaymusiccourses.com/raasaycourses
/Welcome.html

MAY
1 - 4 Knuston Hall, irchester, Wellingborough,

DIARY - PLAYDAYS

including lunch and dinner.
tel: 01933 312104
www.knustonhall.org.uk

5 – 9 and 9 - 13 Krakow City Centre, Poland
Julie Wright (Flutes) and Nicholas Foster
(Clarinet)
www.flutesenvacances.co.uk/clarinet_courses
_42.html

11 - 14 Benslow Music, Benslow Lane, Hitchin,
Hertfordshire, SG4 9rB
Quintessential Clarinets
tutors: Shea Lolin, Clifton Hughes
this course carefully caters for a wide ability
range, aims to develop your solo and ensemble
playing both by working through the pieces
you bring along and by presenting you with
fresh challenges. you will have the chance to
work with the course pianist individually on
pieces you have previously prepared, and
should you want to share your performance
with the group then you can, in a supportive,
informal ambience. all areas of performance,
including stagecraft and coping with nerves,
will be addressed, and we’ll also look at
practice, rehearsal and sight reading
techniques, issues common at all levels of
playing. the course runs alongside two other
wind courses, so there may also be the
opportunity for some inter-course
collaborating.
fees: residential £375, non residential £285
tel: 01462 459446
www.benslowmusic.org

18 – 23 La Moreau, Charente-Maritime, france
Andy Scott’s Saxophone Course in
France
this annual one week course offers the
opportunity to combine top quality saxophone
coaching in small groups with some of the best
of french food and drink, the perfect holiday
experience for the saxophone enthusiast. the
course is designed for beginners to more
advanced players who want to improve their
ensemble playing in a friendly, supportive
atmosphere.
During the week andy runs sessions on
improvising and transcribing, composing and
arranging music for the saxophone.
Participants play in duos, quartets and a larger
saxophone ensemble, and have the opportunity
to join in an evening jam session. each player
also benefits from an individual lesson with
andy.
www.creativevacances.com

tutors: Sarah Jobson and Debbie Scherer
this course is aimed at flautists and
clarinettists who want to play in specialist
ensembles and a mixed woodwind choir. an
extensive library combined with experienced
tutors ensures that participants will have the
opportunity to enhance both their
instrumental and ensemble skills. for
maximum benefit participants should have at
least 18 months of playing and have experience
of sight-reading. you do not have to be able to
play both flute and clarinet to benefit from this
course!
fees: £287 full board single room, £336 full
board shared room, £258 non residential,
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JANUARY
31 regent Hall, 275 oxford Street, London,
(nearest station: oxford Circus), 10am - 5pm

Woodwind Orchestra Play Day
tutors: Steve Dummer, Charles Hine, Colin
touchin and James rae
the east London Clarinet Choir present a play
day for woodwind orchestra. trade stands:
Hummingbird, Maskarade, rico, Sempre Music,
Vandoren and Wood, Wind & reed.
fees: £40/£35
tel: 0208 553 4973 www.elclarinetchoir.co.uk

FEBRUARY
5 the Venue, Leeds College of Music, 3 Quarry
Hill, Leeds, LS2 7PD, 10am - 5pm

Woodwind Orchestra Play Day
Guest tutors: Keiron anderson and Carl Vincent
the east London Clarinet Choir present a play
day for woodwind orchestra.
trade stands include Hummingbird,
Maskarade, rico, Sempre Music, Vandoren and
Windstruments. fees: £40/£35
tel: 020 8553 4973 www.elclarinetchoir.co.uk

8 Winchester Cathedral education Centre, the
Close, Winchester, So23 9LS, 10.30am - 5pm

Rob Buckland presents ‘Sound, Style &
Sophistication’
Saxophone ensemble workshops open to
saxophonists grade five standard. Music covers
such a wide variety of styles and genres, the
sophisticated saxophonist needs to develop an
acute awareness of these styles, and an
understanding of how to adapt their playing to
bring their performances to life.
tickets: £25 from Winchester Cathedral Box
office (booking fees may apply)
More details from Sarah Heard 07779 927613
tel: 01962 857275 www.winchestercathedral.org.uk

22 St thomas of aquin’s High School, 2-20
Chalmers St, edinburgh, 9.30am – 4.30pm
Scottish Saxophone Academy Saxophone Day (Under 18s)

ON THE HORIZON

tutors: Sue McKenzie and Michael Brogan
a day of large ensemble playing, small groups,
jazz improvisation and tips to help improve
your playing as well as help on upcoming
aBrSM exams.
www.suemckenziesaxophone.com/#!scottishsaxophone-academy/c1zq5

18 – 25 July Gartmore House, Stirlingshire,

MARCH

northamptonshire, nn29 7eU

An Extended Weekend of Flutes and
Clarinets

PLAYDAYS

fK8 3rS

Richard Ingham’s Gartmore House
Summer Saxophone Course
new course! Come and play saxophone in large
and small ensembles, with richard ingham
and guest tutors. Coaching in classical and jazz
performance, with masterclasses, repertoire
sessions, jam sessions, walking. Music for all
saxophones from sopranino to bass. Huge
library of ensemble music. outstanding
accommodation set amidst national Park
landscape.
www.largo-music.co.uk/courses.php ■

1 Colchester institute - Centre for Music and
Performing arts, Sheepen road, Colchester,
Co3 3LL, 9am - 6pm

East Anglian Single Reed Festival 2015
Play all day at the 26th Single reed festival.
Start the day with a massed single reed choir,
and then into separate ensembles and browse
the trade stands for instruments, music, reeds,
accessories, CDs and much more. finish the
day with a concert for all participants.
features include single reed choir, novice
group, jazz group, clarinet and saxophone
choirs, clarinet and saxophone clinics, and an
instrument repair section.
for more information and to book your place,
email singlereedfestival@gmail.com or visit
www.singlereeds.co.uk

www.cassgb.org

1 the Centre, Birchington, nr. Margate, Kent Ct7

www.staplefordgranary.org.uk

9eG, 11.30am – 4.30pm

East Kent Clarinet Band

19 Kingshott School, Hitchin, Herts, SG4 7JX,

Playday of clarinet choir music.
fees: £10 all welcome
Booking: colinwbridge@yahoo.co.uk

Playday with the British Clarinet
Ensemble

8 Maidment Building, Shrewsbury School, Sy3
7Ba, 10am – 5pm

Shrewsbury School Saxophone Day
a chance to work with andy Scott and rob
Buckland in workshops, masterclasses and
ensemble sessions, and participate in a concert
in the lovely surroundings of Shrewsbury
School. trade stands will be available
throughout the day. Kindly supported by
Vandoren, Selmer and astute Music.
Minimum standard approx grade five.
apollo Saxophone Quartet concert 7 – 8.15pm,
with participants guesting in one piece.
tickets: Saxophone day £30. Concert £10, free
for Sax Day participants.
Maria eglinton mlm@shrewsbury.org.uk
www.andyscott.org.uk

15 Putnoe Primary School, Church Lane,
Bedford, MK41 0DH, 10am – 4.30pm

Bedford Saxophone Workshop Playday
tutor: andy Scott
although we meet regularly throughout the
year, our annual playdays have been well
supported over the years and are open to all
adult sax players; soprano, alto, tenor, baritone
and more, with doubling to adjust balance. the
morning session will be playing music written
and arranged by andy Scott that is scored for
large sax choir. in the afternoon we will be
joined by a rhythm section to play some
Saxassault charts. the aim is to further develop
ensemble skills and pick up playing tips on the
way. fees: £25
caroline.barlow@ntlworld.com

10am – 5pm
Directed by Charles Hine.
Come and explore the best of the clarinet choir
repertoire alongside members of this leading
national ensemble; grade six or equivalent
required. £30/£10 (CaSS members £25)
application form online. Download and return
to: John MacKenzie - BCe Playday, 1 Brookdene,
ashwell, oakham, rutland, Le15 7LQ tel: 01572
756128 www.britishclarinetensemble.co.uk

MAY 2
3 School of Music, Cardiff University, Corbett
road, Cardiff, Cf10 3eB, 9am – 7pm

Clarinet Convention 2015
Led by Leslie Craven and Peter fielding
Guest artist: James Mainwaring (clarinet sax
and flute – plus Klezmer)
an exhilarating, stimulating and educational
day for clarinettists of grade three standard and
above, including clarinet choirs, concerts,
(including performances by attendees and
tutors), masterclasses, seminars for teachers
and clarinet clinics, with a special guest
appearance from James Mainwaring who will
give classes and performances in doubling
and klezmer. Sax players doubling clarinet and
flute welcome. trade stands and goody bags

with free reeds and CD etc, and prizes for
various categories of class.
Sponsors and trade stands to include :
Wonderful Winds, Silverstein Works, John
Packer, Vandoren/Barnes & Mullins, Woodwind
& Co, D’addario/rico, GonZaLeZ reeds (tbc),
MarCa, forton Music and reynard Music.
fees: adults: £37, children under 18yrs: £32
Cardiff University students and observers free.
(observers and university students must
register an application for security reasons).
Students from royal Welsh College of Music
and Drama and those in full time musical
education at universities or conservatoires
playing on course (not school) £15. Clarinet
choir members attending with choir £28.
application forms from ww.lesliecraven.co.uk
(convention page) for more details contact:
chris@craven.f2s.com or by post: the secretary,
the Clarinet Convention, 4 St thomas rd,
Monmouth, nP25 5Sa

31 Hurworth Grange Community Centre DL2
2Bn, 10am – 5pm

Clarinet and Saxophone PlayDay and
Concert
a day of ensemble playing with the Darlington
Clarinet ensemble and guests Paolo de Gaspari
(bass clarinet) and the northern Sax Quartet.
Concert by the Guests 7pm
£20 (£15 for CaSS members), £5 students.
Concert only - £8
Contact: mikefrankton@hotmail.co.uk or tel:
01325 350415 ■

22 Great Kingshill Village Hall, Bucks, HP15
6Dr, 10am – 4pm

Kingshill Clarinet Choir Play Day
Led by David Smith
open to adult grade five plus musicians
Prior booking necessary
Contact: rosalindaspinall@sky.com

22 Djanogly arts Centre, University Park,
nottingham, nG7 2rD, 10am – 6.30pm

Nottingham SaxDay
tutors: alistair Parnell, naomi Sullivan, Sarah
Markham, Julia Mills, nicola Pennill, Chris Jolly
ensembles, workshops and masterclass
sessions for the intermediate and advanced
player (grade five plus).
nicola.pennill@gmail.com www.saxday.co.uk

APRIL
19 Stapleford Granary, Bury road, Stapleford,
Cambridge, CB22 5BP, 1 – 6pm

Cambridge Clarinet Afternoon with
James Rae
following on from our clarinet days, we invite
intermediate and advanced level players to a
more intensive clarinet ensemble day. James
rae will guide you through stimulating and
enjoyable repertoire from the Clarinet &
Saxophone Society library, now housed at
Stapleford Granary. James will also direct a
masterclass and demonstration concert and
there will be an opportunity to visit the
Cambridge Woodwind Makers workshop.
all players of grade five and above are
welcome. numbers are strictly limited so book
early to avoid disappointment. there will be an
end of course recital at 5.30pm.
fees: £35 tel: 01223 849004
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Only from www.woodwindco.com
eddieashton@woodwindco.com
Company limited by Guarantee No. 3010228
The Companies Act 2006

Annual General Meeting

SoCiety of Great Britain

Notice is hereby given that the Annual General Meeting of the Clarinet and
Saxophone Society of Great Britain will be held at the Holiday Inn Hotel, Coram
Street, Bloomsbury, London, WC1N 1HT on Sunday 11th January 2015 at 1.30pm
The relevant papers for the meeting can be found in the members’ section of the
Society’s website, www.cassgb.org.
John A MacKenzie, Company Secretary
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CLASSIFIED ADS AND NEW MEMBERS

CLASSIFIED ADS

THIS IS A FREE SERVICE
TO MEMBERS
Please send all classified advertisements
to: Advertising, Clarinet & Saxophone,
Fron, Llansadwrn, LL59 5SL by magazine
copy date. for trade or non-members,
only prepaid classifieds can be accepted.
Cheques should be made payable to CaSS
GB. rate: 75p per word, minimum charge
£10.
Buffet bass clarinet for sale. £1950 Buffet
bass clarinet to e flat purchased in 2000
from Howarths, London. extended to low C
by John Coppen about five years later. this
was the cheapest bass in the Buffet range
and cost about £2500 plus the cost of the
extension, which was £900. i’ve had a lot of
fun out of this instrument and it has a good
sound, but have recently upgraded to a
Buffet Prestige, and am looking for a buyer
for my old bass. Contact: nigel Burch 0207
253 7798, nfdeburch@gmail.com
A pair of Luis Rossi clarinets. these are the
Viennese bore (15.2mm) and made to order
by Luis in 2003. they have been played in
orchestras since then with regular servicing
and are in excellent condition. these
clarinets are made to an exceptional quality
in Chile from 14 year old seasoned african
Blackwood, with handmade key-work and
they were fine tuned by Luis himself. Luis
performs regularly on the Viennese model
which is renowned for its dark and creamy
sound.
they come with a double and single case
plus four different sized barrels for tuning
and two wide bore mouthpieces bored out by
Luis. these are a Luis rossi mouthpiece and
a Vandoren M30.
B flat clarinet, £2450 (serial no. V555) and
clarinet in a, £2550 (serial no. V382).
Contact: Sheila Douglas 01509 212022
Bass clarinet soft backpack/gig bag, vgc.
Photos available upon request. £100 ono.
Contact: 07899795081,
rcl.whitener@gmail.com
Buescher Aristocrat Series IV saxophone
made by Selmer. the crook and mounting of
the guards suggests somewhere between
1970/1975. Good playing condition. Pictures
available on request. £450 ono. Contact:
07880 795447
Pair of Selmer 10S Series II clarinets, mid1980s, silver plated in beautiful condition.
Professionally owned, regularly and
recently serviced in black carrying case.
four barrels, plus Selmer C85 123
mouthpiece included. rich, warm, resonant
and responsive instruments. tel: 01749
813863/07733 206406 or
eaperrett@talktalk.net
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LETTERS

NEW MEMBERS We offer a
warm welcome to the
following members who have
joined the Society since the
last issue of Clarinet &
Saxophone.
BADGER, Mr George
4602 fairway Drive, Soquel,
California, 95073-3022, USa
8314763563
saxiphonium@yahoo.com
BC
BOOTH, Mrs Jane
38 alric avenue, new Malden,
Surrey, Kt3 4Jn
jane.booth.irving@gmail.com
CP
BURCH, Mr Nigel
29a northampton Square,
London, eC1V 0eS
020 7253 7798
nfdeburch@gmail.com
BC
CLISH, Ms Moira
10 Milton avenue, eaton ford, St.
neots, Cambridgeshire, Pe19
7Le
01480 210510
mic@moirac.adsl24.co.uk
C
COMAN, Mr Gerald
50 alma Street, Cradley,
Halesowen, West Midlands, B63
2JD
geraldcoman@hotmail.co.uk
CS
EVANS, Mr Simeon
3 Garner Close, Bowdon,
altrincham, Cheshire, Wa14 2JH
0161 928 2090
simeon25@hotmail.co.uk
CS
FIELDHOUSE, Mr James
5 royal terrace, Huddersfield,
West yorkshire, HD3 4PL
jimfieldhouse@googlemail.com
CSP
FROHLICH, Ms Elissa
Hammetts Park farm, east
Down, Barnstaple, Devon, eX31
4nX
01271 883160
elissa227@btinternet.com
C
GREENWOOD, Mr Gavin
71 Palace Gardens, Buckhurst
Hill, essex, iG9 5PQ
020 8279 8011
gavin_and_steve@btinternet.co
m
C CM oM

ABBREVIATIONS
AC
AS
BC
BH

alto clarinet
alto saxophone
bass clarinet
basset horn

HEYWORTH, Mr James
40 the Courtyard, Bostock Hall,
Middlewich, Cheshire, CW10 9Jn
01606 590486
jamlind@btinternet.com
CS

PURSAILL, Mr John
7 Howard Close, Leek,
Staffordshire, St13 8JW
01538 371632
johnpursaill@btinternet.com
SS

JEVON, Miss Jessica
52 toyne Street, Sheffield, South
yorkshire, S10 1HJ
jjevon13@gmail.com
CS

SCALES, Miss Eleanor
the old Well House, Church
Street, Prees, Shropshire, Sy13
2DQ
01948 841263
elliescales2@gmail.com
CS

KEMPSTER, Ms Sarah
10 Castle oval, Kendal, Cumbria,
La9 7BD
01539 723293
moth3r@hotmail.com
S
KILSBY, Miss Marylin
107 Clarendon rise, Lewisham,
London, Se13 5eX
020 8318 9835
marylin@kilsbymole.wanadoo.c
o.uk
C
KIRBY, Miss Tierney
9 Cortworth road, Sheffield,
South yorkshire, S11 9Ln
cbwsmpublishing@gmail.com
CS
McCAFFREY, Mr Benedict
30 Godiva road, Leominster,
Herefordshire, Hr6 8UQ
01568 610732
ben.silvana@virgin.net
tS
MEEGAN, Mr Martin
Birdhill, Drumconrath, navan,
County Meath, rePUBLiC of
ireLanD
0035 3872945334
m.meegan@ymail.com
C
PAGE, Mr Oliver
the Barn, elmfield farm,
Weston, Honiton, Devon, eX14
3Pf
01404 46684
jp@jnpage.co.uk
CS
PARKER, Ms Vanessa
6 Potters field, St albans,
Hertfordshire, aL3 6LJ
01727 862921
vanessaparker@hotmail.co.uk
PC
PURDUE, Mr Michael
11 Willow Way, Sherfield on
Loddon, Hook, Hampshire, rG27
0DU
01256 881179
mjpurdue@outlook.com
C

BS
C
ClM
CM
EM
F

baritone saxophone
clarinet
classical music
chamber music
early music
flute

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
COLLETT, Mrs Pam
20 Hanham road, Corfe Mullen,
Wimborne, Dorset, BH21 3PZ
pam.collett@tiscali.co.uk
EVANS, Miss Eleri Ann
oosterscheldestraat 96,
Berkel en rodenrijs, Zuid
Holland, 2652JG, HoLLanD
eleriannevans@hotmail.com
GREENAWAY, Miss Bethan
71 Sherwood avenue, abingdon,
oxfordshire, oX14 3na
bethangreenaway@hotmail.com
HEARD, Miss Sarah
7 Culvery Gardens, West end,
Southampton, Hampshire, So18
3nD
sarah@sarahheard.co.uk
LIVSEY Miss Elizabeth Summer
18 Dolhelyg, Penrhyncoch,
aberystwyth, Ceredigion, Sy23
3GZ, Wales
es_livsey-musicalspheres
@hotmail.co.uk
MACKENZIE, Mr John
the Cumbrae, 1 Brookdene,
ashwell, oakham, rutland, Le15
7LQ
finance@cassgb.org
MARKHAM, Ms Sarah
29 Hastings road, Sheffield,
South yorkshire, S7 2Gt
sarah@sarahmarkham.eu
PURDIE, Dr Anne V
Walcot, tillis View, Staunton,
Coleford, Gloucestershire, GL16
8PH
annepurdie@gmail.com
SUTCLIFFE, Mrs Caryl
12 Scholars Gate, abbey Park
avenue, St andrews, fife, Ky16
9Jy
WATSON, Miss Jennifer
flat 504, California Building,
Deals Gateway, London, Se13
7Sf
jenni@jennifer-watson.co.uk

J
OM
P
S
SS
TS

jazz
orchestral music
piano
saxophone
soprano saxophone
tenor saxophone
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Dear Richard,
Jazz
no regular reader could be unaware of the
tremendous long time dedication that you
have applied to the CaSS magazine. at the
earliest gatherings of CaSS the most
striking feature was the happy
intermingling of professional and amateur,
seasoned and beginner. that the magazine
skilfully reflects this thesis is entirely
appropriate, so we are most fortunate in
having an editor and team who have
displayed such energy. today they bask in
the latest freshness; tomorrow they carry
on the search for even better.
it is perhaps apposite that concurrent
with the step forward this last issue carries
reviews of a similar move by two of the
examination boards. i was particularly
drawn to Stephanie reeve’s informative
guide as i have recently come across The
Jazz Collection, arr. Bennett. there is a
plethora of both pieces and books with jazz
in the title, but this one deserves merit
because it actually contains jazz!
Jazz is a ‘feel’ and would take several
pages to unravel its mysteries, especially if
we include the later influences of rock and
roll, fusion and Brecker. an immediate
hindrance to the understanding of the
idiom is that, traditionally, articulation
markings are rarely shown. Books by
Lennie niehaus are the notable exceptions,
but even here the oft used quaver/quaver =
a triplet is a common misconception and is
misleading. any attempt to evaluate this

simply does what it says on the tin and
forms a 6/8 time Boys and Girls come Out
to Play. My capitals are deliberate. Where
is the jazz?
the essential element is the offbeat
articulation, traditionally unmarked. Most
of those who try it quickly find themselves
back on the beat in less than a bar! this is
not surprising, since the key element
which guides the novice musician is in
counting the beats, in particular knowing
where the first beat of every bar strikes. if
that is difficult in itself it certainly
confuses to be concurrently finding the
offbeat as well as, and not instead of the
count beat. it is easy enough to start a bar
of quaver rest/quaver etc. but less easy to
deal with quaver/quaver etc. it has nothing
to do with quaver spacing, as many think,
otherwise we are back at Boys and Girls in
no time at all! full and correct offbeat
marking is rarely present because it
plasters the notation with confusion. it has
to be absorbed over a period so that the
idiom becomes second nature.
But this is not a lesson on offbeat
tonguing – it is an explanation of what is so
good about The Jazz Collection, to which
Stephanie could not add without spoiling
her beautifully balanced review of the
‘aBrSM Saxophone Grade 5’. But Not for
Me is a really well-crafted arrangement
with its periods of relative rest and punchy
energy, and the markings encourage this
without dictating every tongue. in this
respect it must help the saxophonist to
have a completely complementary rhythm

This series has been collated and a useful guide to
Where Can I Play? can be found on the Clarinet & Saxophone
Society website, www.cassgb.org
CHARNWOOD CONCERT
BANDS
Location:
Loughborough/Leicestershire/nottinghams
hire
Training Band Grade one to four or
equivalent experience. Beginners adult or
younger.
rehearses in a local school, Loughborough,
tuesday evenings, 6 – 7.15pm.
Concert Band Grade four to six or equivalent
experience. intermediate adult or younger
rehearses in a local School, Loughborough,
tuesday evenings 7.15 – 8.45pm.
Charnwood Symphonic Wind Grade six and
above or equivalent experience. adult or
younger. rehearses in a local church hall,
Loughborough, Sunday evenings, 6.30 9pm.
Contact: Judy 07749 685392
Style of music includes, film
scores/swing/classical/fun/marching.
Very friendly, welcoming band. Come along
and re-invigorate your playing in a relaxed

www.cassgb.org

atmosphere. We give concerts and go on a
fun tour abroad bi-annually and have an
urgent need for saxophone and brass
players.
www.charnwoodconcertbands.co.uk

SOUTH ULSTER
COMMUNITY BAND
Location: Portadown integrated Primary
School, 1 Kernan road, Portadown, County
armagh, Bt63 5rr
Rehearse: thursday nights, 8 - 10pm
Contact: jcullen@sucb.org
the band was originally formed in 1970 and
provides an outlet for musicians in northern
ireland of all ages and backgrounds, playing
together at weekly rehearsals and
performing regular concerts.
the SUCB has always recognised its role in
assisting the local community by performing
charity concerts or at schools alongside
aspiring musicians, in churches or providing
background music for public events.
We currently have 40 members who enjoy

supplied in the piano accompaniment
(almost like cheating!). Stephanie writes,
‘Piano accompaniments are also quite
challenging’. Hmmm – nail on the head,
and not the usual form of jazz support of a
soloist, which would not serve the
examination half so well. all the pieces in
this book are delightful and jazz, unlike
dozens of others with jazz in the title.
now how did i arrive here? oh, yes. you
appear to be pleased with your progress in
making such a fine job of the CaSS
magazine, and rightly so. Both the layout
and content are superb. thank you.
Sincerely,
Don Ashton

Dear Richard,
How long is a piece of string?
in John robert Brown’s article ‘a Question
of Bores’, the description of flattening high
pitched clarinets with a piece of string
reminded me that, in even earlier bad old
days, some clarinettists carried with them
what was known as an ‘a string’. this was a
carefully selected length of cord with
which they attempted to turn Bb clarinets
into a clarinets. the results were not
impressive.
as to how it works, perhaps we should
consult a physicist – preferable one who
specialises in String theory!
Adrian Greenham (physicist – retired) ■

WHERE CAN I PLAY?

rehearsing a wide range of music that caters
for all tastes, and yet provides plenty of
musical challenges for its members.
although the band has a large membership
vacancies arise from time to time for brass,
woodwind and percussion players. at the
moment we have some vacancies for
clarinettists and a baritone saxophone. any
musician who is interested in finding out
more about the band or joining the band
should contact us.
www.sucb.org

SINGLE REEDS WIND BAND
Location: Hanley Swan Village Hall, Welland
road, Hanley Swan, Worcestershire, Wr8
oDa
Rehearse: Sunday afternoons once every two
to three weeks, between 3 – 5pm
Contact: anne@SinglereedsMalvern.org.uk.
tel: 01684 560061
Standard: around grade six
Musical Director, Martyn Wilson, termly
subscription £10.
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JOHN ROBERT BROWN

John Robert Brown

GIVING UP

Dry Knackering, a Heloma,
the Saxophone and the
Chairman of the Federal Reserve

On the knuckle of my right thumb
there’s a small lump. a corn,
properly known as a heloma, it’s a
callus of dead skin that
sometimes develops on toes or
fingers. My heloma has been
caused by the hook that took the
weight of the instrument when i
played the saxophone or clarinet.
though these days i can hardly
believe it, once i was a
professional saxophonist. i gave
up playing more than once. today
i don’t play at all. the heloma is
much reduced from the size it was
in my saxophone years. even so,
it’s a reminder of what i gave up,
albeit a small one.
While Bill Haley and elvis Presley were
pushing Cole Porter and Harold arlen out of
popular music, i was practising hard and
listening to Benny Goodman and artie Shaw,
who were superb, the best. at the start,
hating my job as a draughtsman, and after
thousands of hours of solitary practice (not
to mention several solicitors’ letters from
hard-pressed neighbours), i ignored all
advice and gave up working in a drawing
office to earn a living by playing. i didn’t
realise it, but i’d taken up giving up. Before
long, that drawing office had gone bust
(overdrawn?), so i got that much right. i did
all sorts. i played broadcasts on radio and
television, in bands you might know of, such
as that of songwriter tony Hatch, or
drummer Joe Daniels, england’s answer to
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Gene Krupa. i played behind Bud flanagan,
adam faith and Matt Monro. i played on
Music While You Work. i played saxophone
in the Top Ten club in Hamburg during 1964,
a few months after the Beatles had worked
there. i played for dancers in the enormous
Hammersmith Palais in London. i can even
claim to have read music at oxford, but only
while playing in a dance band at a factory in
Cowley! And i kept on practising; i never
missed a day.
i did a stint in the orchestra of rMS
Capetown Castle on the South africa run. We
called at St Helena and ascension island on
the way to Cape town. i saw flying fish and
hammerhead sharks, while long-tailed
frigate birds drifted overhead. at ascension
we weren’t allowed ashore; the island’s
american satellite tracking dishes were top
secret. these adventures came about by
being in the right place at the right time. of
necessity, i moved on, with much
surrendering of the old for the new, much
studying, and much more giving up. But
however interesting it was, why would i
choose a career playing my way back and
forth across the atlantic? i gave up, again.
By 1967, i was working six nights and three
afternoons at the Birmingham Locarno
ballroom, as well as giving clarinet lessons
and working part-time as a music copyist.
there’s another profession that has
disappeared. Copyists prepare the individual
players’ parts from the arranger’s full score.
today, music-writing software does the job
in no time at all. Back in the fifties and
sixties, copying (which some called ‘dry
knackering’, a term which has gone the
same way as the practice itself), made an
ideal part-time sideline for a pro player,
assuming that one turned in accurate and
legible work on time. i paid for my first new
car by copying band parts in my spare time.
a VW Beetle in fontana grey (who thinks up
such names?), it cost me £585, which
represented much careful, inky, labour.
temporarily, the habit of giving up and
moving on was then broken, i’d decided to
give up once more, in a big way, having had
enough of the vagaries of full-time playing. i
was going to train as a class teacher,
specialising in music and maths. Most of my
coevals thought me a fool.
i’ve mentioned my admiration of the great

clarinettist artie Shaw, which was where i
got the idea of quitting. Shaw, who had made
millions as a player, had stopped playing in
1954 at the age of 43. i wasn’t out to copy
Shaw completely. He’d been married eight
times, then bought a farm and quit. i was
enjoying my first marriage (still am), and
had no money for a farm. But about the
professional music business Shaw made
good sense. i wasn’t about to do anything
silly. i planned to use my skills to pay my
way as a mature student. i drove my VW up
to nottingham, played the last movement of
Poulenc ‘s Clarinet Sonata for my audition,
and was into a four-year honours degree
course (with a student grant), to train as a
class music teacher. Giving up playing
would have to come later.
i took time off occasionally for casual jobs
in the Hallé orchestra, and on tV variety
programmes, and spent my summer
vacation in the stage band behind ‘Professor’
Jimmy edwards at the Kings theatre,
Southsea. a nice chap (but a terrible
trombonist), edwards was no more a
professor than i. But he wasn’t drawing the
crowds.
Soon he, too, would give up.
after so much giving up, i became a
college lecturer, remaining so until pension
age. then, i gave up saxophone playing
completely. Quitting always seems to puzzle
people. i tell them about alan Greenspan,
the federal reserve Chairman from 19872006, who attended the Juilliard School in
Manhattan, played saxophone with Henry
Jerome and his orchestra - then gave up. He
began his financial career by doing the
band’s accounts. Similarly, Leonard
Garment, a Wall Street litigator and top
adviser to nixon during the Watergate
scandal, was also a saxophonist who gave
up. He paid for part of his college education
by playing tenor saxophone and clarinet in
Woody Herman’s band.
My friend Dick Hawdon, a trumpeter who
played with John Dankworth for years, and
appeared in the States at the great newport
Jazz festival during the 1950s, also gave up
early. He once said: “What would i do? i don’t
want to go to the pub and play with a local
band.”
His was the perfect answer to those who
were puzzled. ■
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